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The spectroscopic properties of Ho3+ laser channels in locally disordered tetragonal NaBiWO42 NaBiW,
NaBiMoO42 NaBiMo, and LiBiMoO42 LiBiMo single crystals grown by the Czochralski method have
been studied in the 5–300-K temperature range using several holmium concentrations Ho0.05–0.6
1020 cm−3. Here 5-K polarized optical absorption and photoluminescence measurements have been used to
determine the energy position of 85, 56, and 39 Ho3+ Stark levels in NaBiW, NaBiMo, and LiBiMo crystals,
respectively. These energy levels were labeled with irreducible representations corresponding to the S4 local
symmetry of an average optical center. Single-electron Hamiltonians combining together free-ion and crystal-
field interactions have been used in the fit of experimental energy levels and in the simulation of the corre-
sponding 4f10 Ho3+ configuration for NaBiW and NaBiMo crystals. Very satisfactory correlations were ob-
tained between experimental and calculated crystal-field levels, with rms deviations =8.8 and 7.3 cm−1 for
NaBiW and NaBiMo, respectively. The radiative properties and emission cross sections of Ho3+ laser channels
in these hosts were calculated by the Judd-Ofelt theory and compared with experimental results. The emission
cross sections of Ho3+ in NaBiW are similar to those observed in other crystal laser hosts, and positive gain
cross sections can be achieved in extended spectral ranges. These properties make the Ho3+-doped double
tungstates and double molybdates feasible materials for tunable and short-pulse laser operation.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.75.174208 PACS numbers: 61.43.j, 78.20.e, 78.55.m, 42.55.Rz
I. INTRODUCTION
Disordered crystals with inhomogeously broadened opti-
cal bands are presently being searched for in the context of
ultrafast femtosecond laser systems.1 Tetragonal double
tungstate DT and double molybdate DMo single crystals
with general formula MTXO42 M =monovalent, T
=trivalent, and X=W6+ or Mo6+ ions are a class of locally
disordered compounds related to the CaWO4 scheelite type.
For brevity we shall refer to each particular DT or DMo
compound as MTX. The substitution of two Ca2+ ions by an
M+T3+ pair gives rise to a large number of compounds, some
of them exhibiting polymorphism; therefore, different crys-
tallographic structures triclinic, monoclinic, orthorhombic,
etc. can be selected.2 LiLaW,3 LiTMo T=Bi,4 Y,5 La,5
Ce-Lu5, NaTW T=Bi,4 Y,6 La,6 Nd-Er6, NaTMo T=Bi,4
Y,7 La,8 Gd8, KLaMo,9 and AgLaW,10 compounds have con-
gruent melt, and the tetragonal crystallographic phase is
stable upon cooling from their congruent melting points to
room temperature. Single crystals of these compounds can be
grown in air by the Czochralski method, with high growth
rates typically 1 mm/h and a relatively low crystal cost,
which ease their applications.
The most common trivalent lanthanide Ln3+ ions of inter-
est for laser operation are Ln3+=Pr, Nd, Ho, Er, Tm, and Yb.
The f electrons of Yb3+ and Tm3+ experience a stronger in-
teraction with the vibrational lattice environment, and there-
fore these ions are well suited for tuning and mode-locked
laser operation even in ordered crystals. The broad band-
widths are also useful for pumping with commercial non-
wavelength-matched semiconductor diodes without thermal
stabilization, leading to low-cost systems. Another outstand-
ing application already demonstrated in some DT and DMo
crystals is solid-state stimulated Raman laser shifting
SRS.11 Tetragonal DT and DMo crystals have larger Raman
bandwidths full width at half maximum FWHM
15 cm−1 than the ordered phases of DT and DMo com-
pounds, like monoclinic KYWO42 FWHM5 cm−1,
leading thus to operation in shorter SRS picosecond
regimes.12 When the other Ln3+ Pr-Er are considered, the
above applications require spectral inhomogeneous broaden-
ing. In tetragonal DT and DMo the spectral broadening de-
rives from two features of the crystal host: the overlapping
Ln3+ contributions arising from two shared crystal sites 2b
and 2d and the broadening associated to structural disorder—
that is, the optical centers resulting from different short-
range M and T distributions around each one of the two
above Ln3+ lattice sites.
Laser tunability and mode-locked operation have been re-
cently achieved by using Yb3+- and Tm3+-doped tetragonal
DT and DMo hosts: for Yb3+ a continuous tuning range up to
65 nm has been reached around 1.05 m,13 and 212 nm
around 1.93 m has been also realized with Tm3+.14 The
tuning ranges so far demonstrated were limited by the spec-
tral responses of the optical cavity elements mirrors and
birrefringent filter, and then even broader tuning ranges are
expected. The estimated full tuning range can be used in
mode-locked operation to produce 50-fs laser pulses. First
steps in this direction have already shown pulses of 120 fs in
Yb-doped NaGdW13 and 90 fs in Yb-doped NaLuW.15 To
achieve similar results for other laser-active Ln3+ Pr-Er in
DT and DMo still remains a challenging task. Knowledge of
the spectroscopic ion properties is required to evaluate this
possibility.
NaBiWO42 NaBiW, NaBiMoO42 NaBiMo, and
LiBiMoO42 LiBiMo single crystals have a locally disor-
dered tetragonal crystallographic structure with space group
SG I4¯ .16 Laser operation of Ln3+ in NaBiW, and NaBiMo
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was first shown using Nd3+.17 In the present work we study
Ho3+ in NaBiW, NaBiMo, and LiBiMo as a potential laser
ion for the visible and midinfrared regions.18 Although Ho3+
lacks a strong absorption for diode pumping at 
=800–1000 nm, it can be sensitized in this region by Tm3+
and Yb3+ codoping19 or pumped directly with the 
1.9 m emissions of GaInAsSb/AlGaAsSb quantum-well
diodes and Tm lasers using a pumping cascade scheme.
Therefore, Ho3+ remains of wide interest in present laser
technology.20
Using low-temperature 5 K polarized spectroscopic
techniques and crystal field modeling we have determined
the Ho3+ Stark energy levels from 5I8 up to
3H6 for NaBiW
or 5G5 for NaBiMo and LiBiMo manifolds, which have
been labeled with the adequate irreducible representation
IR for the current S4 local symmetry, and the large band-
width of the spectral bands has been confirmed. Radiative
and nonradiative processes of these Ho3+ materials have been
studied in detail to evaluate the application as solid-state
laser systems.
II. GROWTH PROCEDURES AND CRYSTAL STRUCTURE
The Czochralski crystal growth procedures of NaBiW,
NaBiMo, and LiBiMo have been described previously.4,16
Ho-doped single crystals with optical quality were obtained
reacting the host compounds with 99.9% Ho2O3 from
CERAC Inc. during 100 h at 1133 K for tungstates and
1058 K for molybdates. The products were melted in Pt cru-
cibles, and crystals were pulled at the following rates:
0.8–4 mm/h for NaBiW, 1.3–2.3 mm/h for NaBiMo, and
1.7–1.9 mm/h for LiBiMo.
The Ho concentration in the crystal Hocrys was deter-
mined by proton-induced x-ray emission PIXE spectros-
copy using for each host samples of the highest Ho concen-
tration available. For this purpose we used L1,2 holmium
x-ray emission at about 6.719 keV, which was free of inter-
ference with x-ray emissions from other crystal constituents.
Samples were irradiated in vacuum with 2.0-MeV protons
supplied by a 2.5-MV Van de Graaff accelerator. The proton
beam was collimated down to 1.5 mm in diameter, and beam
currents close to 3 nA were used. A 165-eV-resolution SiLi
detector was placed at 110° relative to the proton beam di-
rection, and the face of the sample was tilted to an angle of
15° with the incident beam. Spectra analyses were performed
by the AXIL-PC V3.1 computer code. Quantitative analysis
was carried out through the DATTPIXE program, which ac-
counts for proton energy loss.21
The Ho content for lower concentrations was determined
by comparison of the optical absorption OA intensities.
Table I summarizes the results obtained. It is worth noting
that the segregation coefficient S= Hocrys / Homelt of hol-
mium in Bi-based DT and DMo is larger than 1, in agree-
ment with previous results of other lanthanides.4
In the noncentrosymmetric tetragonal SG I4¯ No. 82,
Z=2, Li+ /Na+ and Bi3+ cations share two nonequivalent
lattice sites 2d and 2b, both with S4 local symmetry and
the same high-symmetry axis parallel to the crystal c axis,
but with different occupancy factors: namely, 6360%Bi
+3740%Na and 4640%Bi+5460%Na for 2d and 2b
sites, respectively, in NaBiW,16,22 45%Bi+55%Na and
53%Bi+47%Na in NaBiMo,16 or 0.52%Bi+0.48%Li and
0.51%Bi+0.49%Na in LiBiMo, for 2d and 2b sites,16 re-
spectively. In these crystals as well as in other isostructural
DT and DMo, detailed crystallographic analyses have shown
that Ln3+ active ions replace Bi3+T3+ in both sites: Er3+ in
NaBiW, NaBiMo, and LiBiMo,16 Yb3+ in NaGdW,13 and
Yb3+ in LiGdMo.23
III. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES
Ground-state optical absorption GSA was recorded in a
Varian spectrophotometer model CARY-5E. Photolumines-
cence PL was excited with a cw Ar+ laser or with
Rhodamine R-6G 591 nm and Coumarin-480 
485 nm emissions of a dye laser LSI, model DUO-220.
The holmium emission was dispersed with a SPEX 340E
spectrometer using 1200- or 600-l /mm gratings. The light
was detected with a water-cooled R2658 Hamamatsu
InGaAs photomultiplier =0.0185–0.1030 m and a
77-K-cooled Ge photodiode =0.8–1.7 m. PL emissions
were corrected by the spectral response of the equipment,
which was previously determined using a calibrated W lamp
standard. The intensity of the 5F5→ 5I7 and 5S2→ 5I6 transi-
tions has been used to relate the spectral responses of the
photomultiplier and Ge photodiode. To record the PL spec-
tral distributions we used a lock-in amplifier. Lifetime mea-
surements were excited with the dye laser described above.
Coumarine 440 or 540A and Rhodamine 6G dyes were
used for excitation of the 4S2 and
5F5 holmium levels, re-
spectively. The laser pulse width has FWHM3 ns. The
nominal spectral bandwidth is 0.3 nm, but in practice the
wavelength accuracy is limited to ±1 nm by the mechanics
of the tuning system. The pulsed detector signal outputs were
monitored with a 500-MHz Tektronix TDS520 digital oscil-
loscope. In the spectroscopic experiments the sample tem-
perature was selected in the 5–300-K temperature range by
using a He closed-cycle cryostat connected to a suitable tem-
perature controller.
TABLE I. Holmium concentration in NaBiW, NaBiMo, and
LiBiMo crystals used in this work. The Ho concentration in low-
doped samples was deduced from a comparison of the Ho3+ optical
absorption OA taken as reference the PIXE results.
Homelt
mol %
Hocrys
mol %
Hocyrs
1020 cm−3
NaBiW 0.02 0.11 0.07 OA
0.31 0.56 0.35 PIXE
NaBiMo 0.02 0.10 0.06 OA
0.10 0.48 0.30 OA
0.33 1.09 0.68 PIXE
LiBiMo 0.02 0.08 0.05 OA
0.10 0.31 0.20 OA
0.32 0.64 0.41 PIXE
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IV. Ho3+ ENERGY LEVELS
A. Low-temperature ground-state absorption
and photoluminescence
Ho3+ energy-level positions were investigated by low-
temperature optical absorption and photoluminescence mea-
surements. The large degeneracy of the ground 5I8 multiplet
of the 4f10 configuration of Ho3+, 13 Stark energy levels in
the current S4 symmetry, hampers this task. Usually 5I81
and 5I82, and sometimes even
5I83, excited Stark levels
are only few cm−1 above the ground 5I80 Ref. 18 level,
and therefore they can be electronically populated even at
5 K, giving rise to hot bands, 5I8n1→ 2S+1LJ, merged
together with those corresponding to true ground-state tran-
sitions, 5I80→ 2S+1LJ. Measurements at very low tempera-
tures 1.4 K can be thus required to fully depopulate the
excited 5I8n1 Stark levels.
To overcome this uncertainty, we have measured the op-
tical absorption of several excited multiplets at different tem-
peratures in the 5–75-K range. Figure 1 shows a representa-
tive example of the OA thermal evolution. It is worth noting
that while the intensity of some bands in a given polarization
decreases with increasing temperature, some new bands may
appear in the alternative polarization but shifted to low en-
ergy. This behavior will be explained later in the framework
of the transition polarization rules expected for the S4 point
symmetry. At this point we just want to note that from the
systematic analysis of the energy position of the bands
whose observation has been induced by raising the sample
temperature we determine 5I8n1 levels at 11, 29, and
51 cm−1 for Ho3+ in NaBiW. Similar results were achieved
for Ho3+ in NaBiMo and LiBiMo; see Table II.
The energy positions of the 5I8n Stark levels have been
further assessed by low-temperature PL to the ground 5I8
multiplet. Figure 2 shows a comparison of the 5S2→, 5F5→,
and 5I6→ 5I8n emissions of Ho-doped NaBiMo taken as an
example. Results for Ho-doped NaBiW were very similar,
and they are not shown for the sake of brevity, while the
bands observed in Ho3+-doped LiBiMo have lower resolu-
tion due to the broader bands observed and therefore led to a
lower number of experimentally determined 5I8 Stark levels
see Fig. 2c and Table II.
For two 5F5 and
5I6 of the Ho3+-emitting multiplets in
NaBiMo the PL shows a first set of four overlapped bands 0,
22, 49, and 72 cm−1 followed by an energy gap, an isolated
band 179 cm−1, and finally two overlapped bands 233,
260 cm−1. The photoluminescence from the 5S2 multiplet is
slightly different in terms of the relative intensity of the last
three bands. This suggests that the ground 5S20 Stark level
belongs to a different IR than those of 5F50 and
5I60.
Taking into account the possible hot OA bands, the rela-
tive Ho3+ energy-level positions in the considered Bi-based
DT and DMo have been investigated by 5-K-polarized OA.
The wider range of ultraviolet transparency of NaBiW allows
identifying electronic transitions to multiplets up to
28 000 cm−1 above the ground 5I8 multiplet—i.e., up to3H4—with only the exception of
5I4. In NaBiMo and
LiBiMo hosts the Ho3+ spectra are limited by the UV band
edge at 24 000 cm−1—i.e., up to 5G5 or a lower-energy
multiplet. Moreover, the Ho3+ spectra in LiBiMo are less
resolved as a consequence of the presence of broader bands,
hampering the correct identification of hot bands, and there-
fore a lower number of Stark levels was determined and the
polarization assignment is more uncertain. Apart from these
facts the results are basically similar in the three matrices.
For the sake of brevity we present in Fig. 3 only the results
concerning to Ho3+-doped NaBiW crystal and Table II in-
cludes the energy levels obtained for each of the three crys-
tals. It is worth remarking that the 	 E c and Bc spectra
are clearly different from the  Ec and B c and  Ec
and Bc spectra; E and B are the electromagnetic fields
and c the crystal axis. The two latter spectra are very similar
between them, as expected from induced electric-dipole ED
transitions for the S4 point symmetry discussed later.
The OA results achieved at 5 K and displayed in Figs.
1–3 do not show any resolved contribution from the two
possible lattice sites or multiple host environments for Ho.
Further measurements made at 1.2 K on selected multiplets
showed bandwidths similar to those obtained at 5 K, and no
new band structure was found. Therefore, the present energy-
level sets must be understood, in each case, as corresponding
to an average Ho center including the nonresolved contribu-
tions of different Ho sites and environments.
B. Crystal-field analysis and simulation of 4f10 energy levels
Although for Ln3+ ions with large ionic radii, like Nd and
Pr, the C2 local symmetry was required to adequately de-
scribe the 4fN energy sequences and polarization behavior of
transitions observed in NaBiW, NaBiMo, and LiBiMo
crystals,24,25 the first option for a similar analysis of Ho3+
spectral properties must be the S4 symmetry of T sites in the
host. In fact the latter symmetry described successfully the
spectroscopic properties of Er3+ with ionic radii close to
Ho3+ in the same hosts.26 In the current analysis the free-ion
FI and crystal-field CF interactions have been simulta-
FIG. 1. Comparison of the 5-K solid line and 75-K dashed
line selected optical absorption of Ho3+ in NaBiW. Ho=0.35
1020 cm−3. 	 spectra are arbitrarily displaced in the y axis for
clarity.
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TABLE II. Energy levels in cm−1 of Ho3+, observed at 5 K Eo and calculated Ec in S4 symmetry for NiBiX, X=Mo or W, and LiBiMo crystals. IR indicates the corresponding
irreducible representation, 
1, 
2  spectra and 
3,4 	 spectra.
NaBiW NaBiMo LiBiMo NaBiW NaBiMo LiBiMo NaBiW NaBiMo LiBiMo
2S+1LJ IR Eo Ec Eo Ec Eo
2S+1LJ IR Eo Ec Eo Ec Eo
2S+1LJ IR Eo Ec Eo Ec Eo
5Ig 
3,4 0 3 0 1 0
5F5 
2 15416 15411 15404 15397 15398 
3,4 22247 22230 22215 22205

2 11 10 9 9 
3,4 15416 15402 
1 22238 22228 22214

2 29 28 22 18 
1 15441 15432 15426 15418 15508 
2 22252 22246 22215 22221

1 51 52 45 43 55 
1 15480 15475 15469 15462 15463

1 61 52 
3,4 15530 15542 15514 15523 5F1 
1 22281 22261 22253 22277

3,4 79 76 72 64 
2 15548 15552 15531 15528 
3,4 22323 22326 22308 22307

1 201 179 178 178 
1 15561 15529 15542

3,4 254 233 234 
3,4 15575 15580 15559 15563 15551 5G5 
1 23874 23876 23860 23848 23819

1 260 243 
3,4 23879 23883 23838 23855 23842

2 266 262 260 262 252 5S2 
2 18410 18395 
2 23905 23870

1 283 259 
1 18414 18413 18404 18397 18400 
2 23941 23907

3,4 289 272 
3,4 18438 18440 18422 18422 18424 
3,4 23944 23912

2 304 272 
2 18449 18448 18430 
1 23963 23960 23928

3,4 23967 23975 23946 23946 23927
5I7 
2 5130 5125
5F4 
1 18525 18508 18512 18502 
1 23998 23992 23957 23968

3,4 5135 5135 5130 5130 5135 
3,4 18519 18534 18513

2 5135 5138 5130 5131 
2 18529 18526 18513 18519 5G4 
2 25725

1 5146 5144 5141 
3,4 18600 18597 18579 18582 18571 
1 25776 25770

3,4 5160 5150 
1 18599 18589 18581 
3,4 25779 25781

1 5182 5165 5174 
2 18604 18614 18585 18594 
1 25829

3,4 5205 5202 5193 5192 5188 
1 18625 18625 18605 18608 
3,4 25825 25836

2 5207 5201 5198 
2 25850 25863

3,4 5264 5267 5255 5258 5F3 
3,4 20562 20550 20547 20538 20531 
1 25914 25891

2 5265 5265 5255 5260 5258 
1 20577 20571 20564 20556 20545

1 5268 5261 
2 20621 20615 20606 20598 20605 3K7 
3,4 26125

3,4 20672 20669 20655 20653 20637 
2 26126
5I6 
1 8651 8651 
2 20666 20668 20645 20653 
1 26127

2 8656 8651 8651 
2 26145 26143

3,4 8657 8654 5F2 
2 21043 21034 
3,4 26151 26137

2 8665 8663 8657 
1 21046 21046 21035 21035 21032 
1 26166

3,4 8667 8664 8662 8664 8659 
3,4 21085 21085 21073 21073 21058 
3,4 26172

1 8673 8670 
2 21137 21138 21120 21126 21114 
1 26176

2 8677 8677 8673 8676 
3,4 26179 26185

1 8752 8751 3K8 
1 21327 21321 21321 21316 
2 26180 26182
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TABLE II. Continued.
NaBiW NaBiMo LiBiMo NaBiW NaBiMo LiBiMo NaBiW NaBiMo LiBiMo
2S+1LJ IR Eo Ec Eo Ec Eo
2S+1LJ IR Eo Ec Eo Ec Eo
2S+1LJ IR Eo Ec Eo Ec Eo

3,4 8761 8763 8762 8759 8744 
2 21327 21324 21321 21320 21318 
2 26186

2 8773 8768 
3,4 21331 21329 21323 21324

1 21338 21329 5G5 
2 27484 27495
5I5 
3,4 11215 11208 
3,4 21341 21340 21333 
3,4 27507 27502

1 11217 11212 
2 21340 21329 21330 
1 27507 27516

3,4 11224 11220 11220 
1 21362 21352 
1 27583 27590

1 11224 11219 
3,4 21400 21411 21390 21396 
3,4 27585 27574

2 11226 11226 
1 21412 21397 
2 27635 27629

1 11284 11285 
1 21414 21399 21400 
3,4 27653 27629

3,4 11286 11306 11301 
2 21423 21431 21410 21415 21412 
1 27632

2 11310 11305 
3,4 21441 21437 21428 21419

2 21437 21438 21419 5H46 
1 27728 27733
5I4 
1 13170 13180 
2 27738

3,4 13240 13243 5G6 
2 21996 22007 21980 21988 21963 
3,4 27756 27750

2 13292 13296 
3,4 22006 22015 21982 21994 
2 27771 27780

1 13307 13297 
1 22026 22005 
3,4 27865 27846

2 13333 13329 
2 22077 22082 22056 22057 22047 
2 27846

3,4 13384 13382 
2 22083 22058 
1 27866

1 13494 13477 
1 22155 22156 22132 
1 27874

3,4 22158 22155 22133 22130 22118 
3,4 27897 27910

2 27918 27927
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neously considered in the procedure of fitting the observed
energy levels. In this manner all intermediate coupling and
crystal-field J-mixing effects are included in the calculations
and arbitrary adjustments of the barycenter of the multiplets
have been avoided. The theoretical background, including
the expressions of the corresponding FI and CF Hamilto-
nians, and a short description of the IMAGE routine used to
perform the current CF analysis, can be found in Ref. 27.
For the S4 symmetry of Ho3+ in MBiX hosts the CF po-
tential involves five real Bq
k and one complex Sq
k parameters
after setting S4
4 to zero by choosing adequate reference axes
for the system, which must be adjusted to give the best
agreement between the calculated and observed Stark levels.
These levels are characterized by the IR of the S4 point
group, monodimensional, 
1, 
2, or bidimensional, 
3,4. The
selections rules for induced ED or magnetic dipolar MD
transitions for S4 symmetry and an even number of electrons
are collected in Table III. Since the 4f10 configuration does
not includes any nondegenerate excited state, the attribution
of the IR for the 5I80 ground level is not straightforward.
To proceed with this analysis we have first simulated the
sequence of the Ho3+ energy levels using the previously re-
ported CF parameters of Er3+ in NaBiW26 and FI parameters
calculated for Ho3+ in monoclinic KGdWO42 -KGW.28 In
the calculation process, the S4 4f10 states—i.e., the observed
energy levels—are distributed in three submatrices, each be-
ing a submatrix associated with only one IR. These matrices
contain 257, 254, and 245 energy levels, and consequently
the last one will correspond to the IR 
3,4. This initial simu-
lation showed that 5I80 belongs to IR 
3,4, in agreement
with the results found for Ho3+ in the closely related CaWO4
crystal,29 while 5I81 and
5I82 correspond to the same IR,
either 
1 or 
2, and 5I83, which appears in the remaining
submatrix, to the other IR—that is, 
2 or 
1.
Once the IR of the ground level was assessed, we as-
signed the excited ones as 
1 or 
2 if the corresponding band
appears in the  or  spectrum or as 
3,4 when the band
appears in the 	 spectrum. Finally, the 
1 and 
2 assignment
was made on the basis of the best adjustment to the calcu-
lated energy levels in the corresponding submatrices, which
sometimes only differs in a few cm−1—that is, inside the
experimental error of the Ho3+ bands. Current fits indicate
that for the NaBiW host the observed 5I81 and
5I82 lev-
els, at 11 and 29 cm−1, are 
2 singlets, which once again
agrees with the energy and IR found for Ho3+ levels in
CaWO4,30 and in the also scheelite-type LiYF4 crystals,31
while 5I83, at 51 cm−1, corresponds to 
1. The thermal OA
FIG. 2. 5-K 2S+1LJ→ 5I8 unpolarized photoluminescence of
Ho3+ in NaBiMo solid line and in LiBiMo dashed line.
FIG. 3. Polarized 5-K optical absorption of Ho3+ in NaBiW
single crystal. Ho=0.351020 cm−3. The arrows indicate transi-
tions considered as starting in 5I80.
TABLE III. Selection rules for ED and MD transitions for S4
symmetry and an even number of f electrons.
ED MD

1 
2 
3,4 
1 
2 
3,4

1 	  ,   ,	

2 	  ,   ,	

3,4  ,  , 	  ,	  ,	 
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behavior presented in Fig. 1 can now be rationalized: Tran-
sitions to a given excited Stark level and starting from
5I81,2 ,3 levels must appear either in a different polariza-
tion than that observed when starting from the 5I80 or be-
come forbidden.
The optical absorption of Ho3+ in NaBiW, NaBiMo, and
LiBiMo was basically identical for  and  spectra; there-
fore, the intensity of the observed transitions is dominated by
the induced ED contribution, even for those with J=1,
which have non-negligible MD contributions.32 For the
present analysis we have assigned each band to the polariza-
tion where it is observed with higher intensity, although often
a residual intensity is also observed in the other polarization
configuration. It must be noted that several centers associated
with the two independent 2b and 2d lattice sites for T
=Ho3+, as well as with different Na or Li and Bi environ-
ments around both sites, are simultaneously contributing to
the experimental spectra. This is the likely reason for the
residual contributions described above, and the present en-
ergy levels must be understood as corresponding to an aver-
age Ho3+ center.
The CF calculation was done first for Ho3+ in NaBiW
because of the larger number of observed energy levels. The
total Hamiltonian includes 26 parameters, and among them
some FI parameters have been held constant through the ad-
justment, while others were constrained to vary within deter-
mined ratios. The results achieved in NaBiW were taken as
the model for the IR and submatrix assignments of Ho3+ in
NaBiMo. The values of the Judd parameters, initially those
obtained for NaBiW, after a few cycles of refinement were
kept constant along the adjustment process.
In both hosts and despite the modest number of observed
Stark levels, the simulation reproduces very adequately the
experimental Ho3+-NaBiW and NaBiMo level sequences,
with overall agreements of =8.8 and 7.3 cm−1, respec-
tively, and in no case have large individual discrepancies
between experimental and calculated energy levels been
found; see Table II. These uncertainties are small considering
the precision of the experimental data inherent to the large
linewidth. The final results of the refinements are summa-
rized in Table II, for the energy levels, and in Table IV, for
adjusted FI and CF parameters. EPAPS MS Word Supple-
mentary Documents with calculated energy levels of the
Ho3+ configuration in NaBiWO42 and in NaBiMoO42, in-
dicating the three main components of their corresponding
associated wave functions, up to 3H46, 28 000 cm−1 and
5G5, 24 000 cm−1, respectively, are available.27 Lists of en-
ergy levels in these configurations up to 60 000 cm−1 can be
also obtained from the authors. The confidence in the ob-
tained phenomenological parameters and the physical mean-
ing of the fits are supported not only by the low  values
obtained, but also by the very similar results of previous
calculations performed either independently for the same
4f10 Ho3+ configuration in the isostructural scheelite CaWO4
crystal30 or those parallel for the closest 4f11 Er3+ configura-
tion in the same crystalline matrices,26 which provide S4 CF
parameter sets with only smooth variations.
V. Ho3+ RADIATIVE PROCESSES
Ho3+ has a large number of electronic transitions which
can lead to laser action.18 The most important ones are those
operating at room temperature and related to deexcitations
from three different multiplets: 5I6→ 5I7 =3 m, 5I7
→ 5I8 =2 m, and 5S2→ 5I7 =760 nm, →5I6 
=1.03 m, →5I5 =1.4 m, and →5F5 =3.37 m.
Moreover, the 5F5→ 5I5,6,7 deexcitations produce laser op-
eration at cryogenic temperatures and the 5I5→ 5I6 
=3.9 m has been also reported in selected systems. In this
section we study first the expected radiative properties of
Ho3+ in the considered Bi-based DT and DMo, and later we
show the actual properties as a function of the temperature
and concentration, with particular emphasis on the above-
mentioned laser-related multiplets.
TABLE IV. Free-ion and CF parameters cm−1 in S4 symmetry
for Ho3+ in NaBiXO42, X=W,Mo, single crystals. Values in pa-
rentheses refer to estimate standard deviations in the indicated pa-
rameter. Values in square brackets were not allowed to vary in the
parameter fitting.
NaBiW NaBiMo
E0 47647.99 47624.29
E2 6381.63 6390.03
E4 31.782 31.923
E6 637.335 633.266
 17.373 16.60
 −6702 −7291
 1750 1750
 2140.55 2148.95
M0 a 3.56 3.5
P2 b 75020 825
T2 330 330
T3 372 38
T4 1122 172
T6 −19710 −127
T7 23722 336
T8 336 336
B0
2 41131 44030
B0
4
−60130 −56534
B4
4 ±83218 ±80021
B0
6
−6734 −5432
B4
6 ±57620 ±50919
S4
6 ±19554 ±8542
S2c 184 197
S4 440 422
S6 239 203
ST 308 293
L 85 56
 d 8.8 7.3
Residue 5289.2 2296.5
aM0 M2=0.56M0, M4=0.32M0.
bP4=0.75P2, P6=0.50P2.
cThe crystal field strength parameters ST and SK are defined Ref.
33 as ST= 13kSk
21/2, Sk=	 12k+1 B0
k2+2qBq
k2+ Sq
k2
1/2.
d= i2 / L− P1/2, i=Eo−Ec, L number of levels, P number
of parameters.
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A. Judd-Ofelt calculations
The Judd-Ofelt JO theory34,35 is often used to obtain the
radiative properties of 4f transitions of Ln3+ in solid and
liquid hosts. The theory uses 300-K integrated absorption
cross sections Ho−1 to calculate the JO parameters k
k=2,4 ,6, from which radiative transition rates AJJ, lumi-
nescence branching ratios JJ=AJJ /JAJJ, and radiative
lifetimes r,J=1/JAJJ for each J manifold can be
achieved. Details of the JO treatment and definitions can be
found in previous works.28,34,35
To perform these calculations we measured the room-
temperature polarized OA of Ho3+ in the three considered
Bi-based DT and DMo crystal hosts. Figure 4 shows the
results obtained in Ho-doped NaBiW. For Ho-doped
NaBiMo and LiBiMo crystals the spectra not shown for the
sake of brevity were similar to those shown in Fig. 4 but a
lower number of transitions were determined due to the
smaller energy gap of the molybdate hosts. Table V summa-
rizes the experimental integrated cross sections, which were
weighted as 2+	 /3 to obtain the experimental oscillator
strengths f¯o. In this process the refractive index values of
each matrix at the corresponding average wavelength were
considered.4,16
The JO k parameter sets obtained for the two molybdate
hosts are very similar but slightly different from that ob-
tained for the tungstate host. In particular, the 4 parameter
in NaBiW is significantly larger. 2 is mainly determined by
the 5I8→ 5G6 transition probability which is rather similar in
the three hosts. 4 is determined by the 5I8→ 5F5, 5F4, and5G6 transition probability; therefore, the 4 difference be-
tween NaBiW and NaLiBiMo is related to the larger ab-
sorption cross section of the 5F5 and
5F4 multiplets in the
latter host, particularly for the 	 contribution. All the k sets
obtained are within the usual values found for Ho3+ in
solids.32 In particular they agree rather well with those re-
ported for Ho3+ in the NaYMo,36 but are clearly different
from those reported for Ho:NaYW.37 Our analysis is later
validated by a comparison of the calculated spectroscopic
magnitudes with the experimental results.
The radiative properties obtained by using the k set for
each host are summarized in Table VI for transitions with
fluorescence branching ratios larger than 20% and, when
possible, compared with experimental results. Magnetic-
TABLE V. Room-temperature spectroscopic absorbance properties of Ho3+ in NaBiW, NaBiMo, and LiBiMo crystals. - and 	-polarized
integrated ground state 5I8→ 2S+1LJ absorption cross section, = Ho−1. ¯ is the corresponding average wavelength of each 2S+1LJ
multiplet. Observed oscillator strength f¯o, calculated electric-dipole oscillator strength fED, f  = f¯o− fED, JO parameters k
10−20 cm2.
NaBiW NaBiMo LiBiMo
5I8→  	 ¯ f¯o fED f   	 ¯ f¯o fED f   	 ¯ f¯o fED f 
3H46 100 170 361 1066 1494 428
3K7+
5G4 17 18 388 132 135 3
5G5 145 66 419 764 209 555
5G6+
5F1 1279 1390 453 7247 7203 44 1062 1465 453 6589 6589 0 1286 1674 453 7976 7976 0
5F3+
5F2+
3K8 64 114 478 402 259 143 56 73 478 306 210 96 68 89 477 371 271 100
5F4+
5S2 115 261 541 632 497 135 86 130 541 387 307 80 104 158 542 469 383 86
5F5 111 209 648 478 575 97 90 161 648 304 326 22 109 195 649 368 391 23
5I5 16 16 899 22 17 5 5 8 899 13 19 6
5I6 96 142 1170 94 82 12 65 106 1165 66 60 6 105 113 1165 90 77 13
5I7 514 568 1960 91 129 38 413 585 1960 71 91 20 539 605 1960 93 116 23
fMDa +65.2 +67.2 +71.2
2 10.5 9.5 10.1
4 5.2 2.6 2.7
6 0.6 0.4 0.5
rms 210−6 0.710−6 0.810−6
aThe magnetic-dipole fMD contribution has been discounted from the 5I7 experimental oscillator strength to obtain the reported observed f¯o
value.
FIG. 4. 300-K ground state 5I8→ 2S+1LJ optical absorption of
Ho3+ in NaBiW single crystal. Hocrys=0.351020 cm−3.
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dipole contributions have been explicitly considered when
needed. These contributions are particularly relevant for the
5I6→ 5I7 =3 m and 5I7→ 5I8 =2 m laser transitions
with J=1. The uncertainty of the radiative JO magnitudes
obtained is estimated about ±15% due mainly to the experi-
mental uncertainty in the measurement of the Ho concentra-
tion. Within this uncertainty, the Ho3+ radiative results ob-
tained for the three hosts must be considered as similar.
B. Ho3+ fluorescence
The Ho3+ fluorescence has been studied in several spectral
ranges to evaluate the observed branching ratios o of corre-
sponding multiplets as a test for JO radiative results. Figure 5
shows the fluorescence obtained for Ho-doped NaBiW.
Again, the results obtained for Ho-doped NaBiMo and
LiBiMo were very similar, and therefore they are not shown
for brevity. The o results are included in Table VI.
Due to the considerable number of possible electronic
transitions in Ho3+ and the large energy of the excited mul-
tiplets, an overlap of emissions from several multiplets is
possible. For instance, in the 1000–1030-nm emission range
contributions from 5F2→ 5I5, 5F4→ 5I6, and 5S2→ 5I6 can be
found. However, for the 5F5 and
5S2 fluorescence spectra
shown in Fig. 5 these possible contributions are weak and
correspond to transitions with small branching ratios; there-
fore, the observed branching ratios summarized in Table VI
are a good approximation. The general agreement between
the observed and calculated branching ratios of the 5S2 and
5F5 multiplets shows the correctness of the radiative calcu-
lations in Table VI. In particular, the 5S2→ 5I5, 5F5 emissions
were not observed, what agrees with the very low branching
ratios obtained for these transitions.
TABLE VI. Radiative properties of Ho3+ in NaBiW, NaBiMo, and LiBiMo crystals. Total electric-dipole, ED, plus magnetic-dipole, MD
in parentheses radiative transitions rates AJJ. Calculated and 300 K observed branching ratios JJ, o in parentheses. Radiative, r, and
5 K observed o, lifetimes. The observed branching ratios and lifetimes were measured in samples with low 11019 cm−3 Ho
concentration.

nm
NaBiW NaBiMo LiBiMo
AJJ
s−1
JJ o
%
r o
s
AJJ
s−1
JJ o
%
r o
s
AJJ
s−1
JJ o
%
r o
s
3K7→ 5I7 477 526 21 403
5I8 385 1379 56
5G4→ 5I5 583 35321 52 15
5I7 484 14049 21
5G5→ 5I7 534 34253 69 20 36586 75 20 44212 74 17
5F1→ 5I4 1115 1310 24 181 734 20 277 852 19 223
5I5 903 2792 50 1656 46 1972 44
760 21 1010 23
5G6→ 5I8 455 156444 94 6 161136 95 6 197868 95 5
3K8→ 5I8 472 2475 91 369 2253 92 408 2806 92 328
5F2→ 5I6 807 2178 39 180 1309 33 250 1562 31 196
5I8 478 1818 33 1657 41 2258 44
5F3→ 5I7 650 5872 56 96 3554 51 142 4244 49 115
5I8 490 2148 21 1960 28 2664 31
5F4→ 5I8 548 9430 73 77 6448 75 116 7974 76 95
5S2→ 5I6 1010 864 11 14 381 16 183 9 12 469 12 228 20 8 353 11
5I7 746 278 33 34 701 33 27 931 33 33
5I8 543 1372 52 51 1173 55 61 1578 56 46
5F5→ 5I6 1456 214 3 12 117 1.9 148 3 189 2.0 180 3 157 1.7
5I7 965 1605 19 28 1017 19 38 1210 19 39
5I8 650 6699 78 60 4120 78 62 4952 78 60
5I4→ 5I6 2151 42 39 9084 33 38 11524 42 38 9084
5I7 1227 46 42 36 42 47 43
5I5→ 5I7 1657 92 36 3857 73 31 4280 93 32 3465
5I8 905 144 55 140 60 172 60
5I6→ 5I7 2860 30 65 22 3345 32 56 24 4225 34 63 22 3437
5I8 1174 234 78 180 76 227 78
5I7→ 5I8 1993 57 165 100 6047 60 141 100 7089 77 178 100 5613
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C. Ho3+ lifetimes
Lifetime measurements of Ln3+ in DT and DMo crystals
have been most commonly provided in samples prepared for
laser demonstration and, therefore, with a large concentration
of active ions, typically above 1 at. % in the crystal. These
measurements are difficult to compare with the radiative life-
time calculated by the JO analysis because several nonradi-
ative deexcitation mechanisms coexist. In this work, as well
as in our previous ones related to Nd, Pr, and Er in the same
DT and DMo, we considered first samples with very low
Ln3+ concentration for which Ln-Ln interactions can be ig-
nored, and later on we studied these Ln-Ln interactions using
samples with increasing Ln3+ concentration.
The Ho3+ lifetime results obtained in the three DT and
DMo hosts here considered were similar; therefore, we shall
describe the methodology and results for NaBiW and refer to
Table VI for the minor differences found for Ho-doped
NaBiMo and LiBiMo.
For each host we used first the sample with lowest Ho
concentration; see Table I. All fluorescence intensity decays
observed at this doping level 5–71018 cm−3 were
single exponential. This shows that the influence of the crys-
talline disorder on the energy levels is not very strong and
the average centre assumption used in Sec. IV A is also valid
to describe the emission properties. Figure 6a shows ex-
amples for the Ho-doped NaBiW sample. The multiplet 5G6
is convenient for excitation of the 5S2 photoluminescence
because of its strong absorption; however, the large radiative
lifetime of the intermediate 3K8 multiplet can a priori intro-
duce uncertainty in the measurements. To be sure that our
measurements were free of this uncertainty, we compared the
fluorescence intensity decays exciting at 5G6 and
5F4 multi-
plets at 300 K and 5 K. The 5S2 lifetime obtained was inde-
pendent of the excitation; therefore, we excited at the 5G6
multiplet, which provided very intense 5S2 fluorescence sig-
nals. This result is also consistent with the low-energy gap
between 3K8 and
5F2 multiplets 200 cm−1; therefore, the
actual 3K8 lifetime must be must shorter than the calculated
radiative lifetime.
At 5 K the experimental 5S2→ 5I8 lifetime found in Ho-
doped NaBiW was o=16 s see Table VI for other hosts
and this decreased up to o=4.6 s at 300 K. Figure 6b
shows the thermal dependence. It must be first noted that
o10 K of 5S2 is much lower than the calculated radiative
lifetime r=381 s. Ho-Ho energy transfer can be ignored at
such low doping concentration because of the large average
Ho-Ho distance r¯= 4	Ho /3−1/3320 nm, and since pho-
non emission is also minimized at 5 K, the difference be-
tween the experimental and radiative lifetimes must be as-
cribed to a Ho-host nonradiative interaction.
The 5F5 lifetime in the different hosts was excited reso-
nantly 5I8↔ 5F5 at exc=650 nm and monitored at emi
=660 nm. Procedures similar to the case above and the same
low-concentrated samples were used. The Ho3+ 5F5 lifetime
at 10 K was o1.9 s, also much smaller than the calcu-
lated radiative lifetime r=117 s, showing again the strong
Ho-host nonradiative interaction.
The decrease of the experimental lifetime with increasing
temperature is usually ascribed to nonradiative release of the
energy by phonon emission. These nonradiative processes
are described by the characteristic nonradiative multiphonon
relaxation probability Wnr
ph
=ph
−1 and energy transfer probabil-
ity Wnr,c=C
−1
, which are related to the observed, o
−1
, and
radiative, r
−1
, lifetimes as o
−1
=r
−1+ph
−1+C
−1
. The tempera-
ture dependence of the multiphonon relaxation rate is given
by38
Wnr
phT = Wnr
ph0
i
1 + neff
i phi, 1
where neff
i
= expeff
i /kT−1−1, h¯i being the energy of
the i phonon emitted and k the Boltzmann constant. To main-
FIG. 5. 300-K fluorescence of Ho3+ in NaBiW. a Unpolarized
fluorescence, exc=454 nm 5G6+
5F1. b Unpolarized fluores-
cence, exc=488 nm 5F3. c 	-polarized dashed line and
-polarized solid line fluorescences, exc=488 nm 5F3.
FIG. 6. Lifetimes of 5S2 and
5F5 levels of Ho3+ in NaBiW.
Ho=0.071020 cm−3. a Light intensity 5S2→ 5I8 decays exc
=455 nm, emi=550 nm at several temperatures points and fits to
a single-exponential law lines. b Temperature dependence of the
5S2 experimental lifetime points, fit to a multiphonon model Eq.
3 dashed line and fit taking into account Eq. 4 solid line. c
Temperature dependence of the 5F5 exc=650 nm, emi=660 nm
experimental lifetime points and fit to the multiphonon model Eq.
3 line.
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tain the energy conservation in a nonradiative transition be-
tween levels separated by E, the gap energy must be equal
to the total thermal energy released—i.e., E=iphi
i, where phi is the number of required i phonons. In
the simplest case phonons of a single energy, usually the
largest phonon observed in Raman or infrared absorption
spectra, are emitted.
The analysis of the 5S2 and
5F5 lifetime thermal depen-
dences with this nonradiative model produced different re-
sults. For 5S2 the multiphonon emission model, given by Eq.
1, does not account for the behavior observed. As example,
Fig. 6b shows dashed line the behavior expected for the
5S2→ 5F5 E2830 cm−1 nonradiative deexcitation by
emission of three phonons with h¯=912 cm−1. The assump-
tion of a single phonon type could not reproduce neither the
thermal behavior of the 5F5 lifetime see dashed line of Fig.
6c, but in this case the assumption of the emission of two
phonons with h¯=912 cm−1 and one of h¯=390 cm−1 E
2000 cm−1 for the 5F5→ 5I4 gap provides an acceptable fit
of the experimental results.
For 5S2 it must be realized that the upper
5F4 multiplet
with lower radiative lifetime r=77 s is very close,
100 cm−1 see Table II. The increase of temperature in-
duces a redistribution of the electronic population between
5S2 and
5F4 multiplets. In this case the effective radiative
probability becomes temperature dependent and it can be
conveniently described as39
WradT =
g1Wrad1 exp− E1−2/kT + g2Wrad2
g1 exp− E1−2/kT + g2
, 2
where g1=9 and g2=5 are the 5F4 and 5S2 degeneracies and
E1−2100 cm−1 is the energy gap between these two mul-
tiplets. Under this assumption the experimental 5S2 lifetime
temperature dependence can be properly described; see the
solid line of Fig. 6b.
We further studied the concentration dependence of the
5S2 and
5F5 room-temperature lifetimes. For the Ho concen-
tration range available, Ho0.61020 cm−3, all the light
intensity decays observed are single exponential and the life-
time of each host remains constant. This indicates that for the
Ho concentrations used nonefficient Ho-Ho energy transfer
took place.
VI. DISCUSSION
First, the large linewidth of Ho3+ transitions in NaBiW,
NaBiMo, and LiBiMo must be noted. Figure 7 shows a com-
parison of one of the Stark levels of the 3I8→ 5F5 multiplet
with an equivalent one corresponding to -KGdW, an or-
dered double tungstate. The FWHM of the 3I8→ 5F5 band in
NaBiW, NaBiMo, and LiBiMo is 34.5 cm−1, 28.7 cm−1, and
35.7 cm−1, respectively. These values are about 4 times
larger than the 7.7 cm−1 observed in -KGdW.
The broadening in M+BiX crystals must be understood as
induced by the coexistence of several Ho environments
around each of the two possible lattice sites 2b and 2d. The
detailed structures of these environments or the importance
of their contributions to the band shape are not yet well
known but the present data show that differences between
them cannot be large since, although broadened, a single
band is observed at 10 K for most of the transition between
Stark levels. The spectroscopic contributions of these sites
have been resolved for the 4F3/2↔ 4I11/2Nd3+ transitions in
NaBiW40 and for the 2F7/20↔ 2F5/20 transition of Yb3+
in NaGdW,13 NaLuW,15 and LiGdMo.23 Similar site-resolved
contributions have not been specifically searched in this
work, but some of the band structures observed in Fig.
3—for instance, at 25 824 cm−1 5G4—could be related to
this fact. The polarization features shown in Figs. 1 and 3
indicate that the optical axes of all Ho centers must be close
to the lattice c axis. Therefore, within the spectral resolution
of our measurements the assumption of an average Ho3+ cen-
ter to discuss the observed spectroscopic characteristics
seems a good first approximation although clearly the actual
situation is more complex and should include centers with
symmetry lower than S4.
The nonradiative probability Wnr related to the nonradia-
tive interaction with the host is given by the energy gap law
Wnr = −10 K − rad
−1
=  exp− Eg , 3
where for a given lanthanide multiplet Eg is the energy
difference to the low-lying energy level, and  and  char-
acterize the host. Figure 8 shows a representation of Eq. 3
FIG. 7. Optical absorption line shape of 5I8→ 5F5 Ho3+ Stark
transition at 5 K in ordered monoclinic -KGdW and in disordered
tetragonal MBiXO42 crystals.
FIG. 8. Gap law representation of the nonradiative probability
Wnr for tetragonal NaBiW solid symbols, NaBiMo open sym-
bols, and LiBiMo crossed symbols. Ho3+: 5F5, ;
5S2, .
Er3+ : 4S3/2, ;
4I13/2, .
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for the Bi-based DT and DMo. For this purpose we have
used the Ho results presented in this work as well as previous
results achieved for Er.16 This fit provides =3.4107 s−1
and =2.210−3 cm as average values for the three Bi-
based DT and DMo hosts.
We finally discuss the emission cross sections emi of sev-
eral Ho3+ transitions of interest for laser application taking
NaBiW for reference. emi represents the laser gain per unit
of population inversion; therefore, high values are desirable.
emi of transitions to the ground 5I8 multiplet can be calcu-
lated from the ground-state absorption cross section GSA
=GSA/ Ho using the the reciprocity principle41
emi = GSA
Zl
Zu
eEzl−h/kBT, 4
where Zu and Zl are the partition functions of the upper and
lower multiplets, respectively, and Ezl is the energy differ-
ence between the lowest Stark levels of both multiplets. For
a given transition these latter parameters can be calculated
from the energy-level results of Table II. For the transition to
excited multiplets emi can be obtained by the Füchtbauer-
Ladenburg method:42
emi = emi
ref I
5
Irefref
5 , 5
where emi
ref
, Iref, and ref are taken from the corresponding
2S+1LJ→ 5I8 transition.
Figure 9 summarizes the emission cross sections of the
laser channels of Ho3+ with the exception of 5I6→ 5I7 
3 m and 5I5→ 5I6 3.9 m, both expected beyond
the spectral response of our equipment. Table VII shows a
comparison with other laser crystal hosts taken as reference
transitions to the fundamental 5I8 multiplet. The emission
cross sections obtained for Ho3+ in NaBiW are similar to
those obtained in common oxide and fluoride laser hosts.
For transitions with the ground 5I8 multiplet as terminal
level the laser characteristics are determined by the balance
between the radiative and absorption properties. This is ex-
FIG. 10. Gain cross section for the 5I7→ 5I8 transition of Ho3+
in NaBiW. a  and 	 configurations. b Gain cross section in 	
configuration for increasing population inversion ratios .
FIG. 9. Emission cross sections at 300 K of Ho3+ in NaBiW.
The ground-state absorption cross section GSA is indicated with the
dashed line. The experimental photoluminescence by points and the
calculated emission cross section emi by the solid lines. Unpolar-
ized 5S2→ 5IJ a–c. Unpolarized 5F5→ 5IJ d–f. Polarized 5I6
→ 5I8 g. Polarized 5I7→ 5I8 f–i.
TABLE VII. Room-temperature Ho3+ peak emission cross sections 10−20 cm2 in several crystal laser
hosts. In parentheses the corresponding wavelength nm.
NaBiWO42 Y3Al5O12a YAlO3a YVO4b LiYF4c
5S2→ 5I8 2.35 545 	, 2.4 536
5F5→ 5I8 2.23 660 , 8.4 660 	, 3.3 638
5I6→ 5I8 	, 2.24 1189 	, 1.5 1190
5I7→ 5I8 	, 1.45 2047 1 2090 1.1 1975 	, 2.5 2030 	, 2.24 1950
aReference 43.
bReference 44.
cReference 45.
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pressed by the gain cross section gain, defined as
gain = emi − 1 − GSA, 6
where  is the inversion ratio between fundamental and ex-
cited populations.
Figure 10 shows the 5I7→ 5I8 gain cross sections under
different polarization and inversion ratio conditions. The
wavelength corresponding to maximum gain determines the
free running laser wavelength. This occurs at 2053 nm with
little difference for both polarizations. Moreover, it shifts to
slightly shorter wavelength with increasing inversion ratios.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
Despite differences on the lattice cell parameters between
NaBiX V320 Å3 and LiBiMo V312 Å3, the observed
energy levels and radiative properties of Ho3+ in the three
crystals remain similar each other and also close to those
observed for Ho3+ in NaYMo V306 Å3. While broad-
ened, the bands preserve well-defined S4 polarization charac-
teristics according to the uniaxial symmetry of the above DT
and DMo crystals. These Ho3+ properties are representative
of an average center with local S4 symmetry for the smaller
Ln3+-doped structurally disordered tetragonal DT and DMo
hosts with general formula MTXO42. The average center
includes the effects induced by the two crystallographic sites
for Ho3+ and the random Na+ and Bi+ distributions in the first
cationic environment. Energy-level sequences for both
NaBiW and NaBiMo have been fit very satisfactorily with
rather similar sets of FI and S4 CF parameters. The fits con-
firm the IR assignments derived from experiments as well as
from the S4 Er3+-based initial CF simulation.
Although large nonradiative losses have been found in
these DT and DMo due to large phonon energies
980 cm−1 associated with WO4 or MoO4 vibrations, the
emission cross sections of Ho3+ in NaBiW are similar to
those observed in other crystal laser hosts, and positive gain
cross sections can be achieved in extended spectral ranges.
These properties make the Ho3+-doped double tungstates and
double molybdates to be promising materials for tunable and
short-pulse laser operation.
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SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL:  
 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE ROUTINE IMAGE, FOR THE SIMULATION 
OF 4fN CONFIGURATIONS INVOLVING COMPLEX CRYSTAL FIELD 
PARAMETERS (P. Porcher, 1999, revised 2004, pierre.pocher@hotmail.com), 
AND ITS APPLICATION TO 4f10 Ho3+ IN NaBi(XO4)2 HOSTS 
 
 
The IMAGE routine diagonalizes the secular determinants of 4fN and 3dN electronic 
configurations. After that, the derived wavefunctions can be used for parametrized or 
exact calculation of certain physical properties (among which the phenomenological 
free ion and crystal field parameters, the paramagnetic susceptibility in the van Vleck 
formalism, or the g values of energy levels). IMAGE corresponds to the translation in 
FORTRAN 90 of formulas derived from the atomic spectra theory, expressed according 
to the Racah Algebra formalism. The main reference is the classical book of B.G. 
Wybourne (B.G. Wybourne, Spectroscopic Properties of Rare Earths. Wiley-
Interscience, New York, 1965). The necessary reduced matrix elements are those 
calculated by Dr Hannah Crosswhite in the 80’s, kindly offered by the late Dr. Bill 
Carnall. However, a small difference exists for the two-body operators coefficients here 
taken from tables 2-6 and 2-7 of Wybourne. Marvin integrals coefficients, 
corresponding to Mk parameters, and these for electrostatically correlated spin-orbit 
interactions Pi, only considered in the case of f configurations, were kindly given by Pr. 
Mike Reid.  
The central-field approximation allows us to consider separately the Hamiltonian 
corresponding to the free ion and the crystal field Hamiltonian which takes into account 
the electrostatic interactions of the f electrons with these of the crystalline lattice. 
However, this description is only an analytical procedure, because the treatment of 
experimental data includes simultaneously all elementary interactions in the secular 
determinant. All intermediate coupling and crystal field J-mixing effects are included in 
the calculations, and arbitrary adjustments of the barycenters or centroids of the 
multiplets have been avoided. 
The FI Hamiltonian is parametrized as (W. T. Carnall, G. L. Goodman, K. 
Rajnak and R. S. Rana.  J. Chem. Phys. 90, 3443 (1989)): 
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H0 indicates the spherically symmetric one-electron term of the Hamiltonian. The 
predominant terms in the Hamiltonian are the Racah parameters Ek and the spin-orbit 
coupling constant ζ4f, which represent the electrostatic interaction between equivalent f 
electrons and the coupling of the electron spin and orbital momentum, respectively. The 
Trees parameters α, β and γ, and Judd parameters Tλ are accounting for the two and 
three-body terms for the configuration interactions, respectively. The remaining terms 
represent smaller interactions, which nevertheless play an important role in the accurate 
description of the energy level structure of Ho3+. Magnetically correlated corrections 
such as spin-spin and spin-other-orbit interactions can be simulated through the Mk 
parameters, also called Marvin integrals. Finally, the electrostatically correlated spin-
orbit interactions are described by the Pi integrals.   
 The one-electron CF Hamiltonian is expressed as 
           )k(qkq
)k(
q
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k
qCF CiSCBH += ∑
where k = 2, 4, 6, and q values are constrained by symmetry, |q| ≤ k, are the 
intraconfigurational Racah spherical tensors of rank k and order q,
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represent real and complex CF parameters. 
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The expression of crystal field potentials vs. point symmetries can be found in C. 
Görller-Walrand and K. Binnemans. Handbook of the Physics and Chemistry of Rare 
Earths, v. 23, chap. 155, Eds. K. A. Gschneidner Jr. and L. Eyring, Elsevier Science, 
Amsterdam, 1996. 
The routine can diagonalize matrices whose dimensions have the maximum size 
of 3432, for the 4f7 configuration. For saving calculating time and for a more secure 
expression of the wavefunctions, the secular matrix can be divided into submatrices (if 
the system has a symmetry higher than C1), one for each crystal field quantum number, 
whose number and size depend of the point symmetry. This division is a consequence of 
elementary determinantal states non-mixed by the crystal field potential. In the specific 
case of the 4f10 configuration of Ho3+ with local (average) S4 symmetry there are three 
submatrices with 257, 245 and 254 energy levels, see the output files included also as 
Supplementary Material.   
IMAGE provides also the possibility of reproducing the two-electron crystal 
field interaction effect, but only considering it as a radial interaction, not spatial, as 
introduced by Judd (B.R. Judd, Phys. Rev. Lett., 39, 242, 1977). However, since the 
impact of this interaction does not seem to have a convincing effect on the simulation of 
crystal field energy levels on previously studied Ho3+-doped crystals (C. Cascales, C. 
Zaldo, U. Caldiño, J. García Solé and Z. D. Luo, J. Phys: Condens. Matter, 13, 8071, 
2001), we have utilized the one-electron expression of the crystal field Hamiltonian.    
The great number of phenomenological parameters forced us to be particularly 
careful on the meaning of the obtained values. For this reason, depending on the 
observed energy levels and on their sensibility to a given parameter, some of the 
parameters can be fixed to standard values or ratios, corresponding to calculated ones or 
to those found in a matrix yielding richest information. Among them, γ and Tλ Judd 
parameters are the most frequently fixed to “reasonable values”. Whatever the matix, 
Carnall and Crosswhite showed that Mk and Pi can not be freely varied, and they must 
be maintained in certain proposed standard ratios, among which we used these indicated 
at the bottom of Table 4 of our manuscript. 
The same attention has to be taken with the phenomenological crystal field 
parameters. It can be convenient to consider as starting values in the fitting procedure 
those derived from a semi empirical calculation based on the crystallographic structure 
of the matrix. The other, and even best, approach is the initial use of crystal field 
parameters derived from the previous fit of a near 4fN configuration in the same (or 
isostructural) matrix. In fact, the method that we have used is, as described in the 
manuscript, a combination of both approaches: the phenomenological crystal field 
parameters previously obtained for Er3+ (4f11) in the same NaBi(WO4)2 and 
NaBi(MoO4)2 hosts (Ref. 25), for which also the S4 local symmetry was observed, were 
initially calculated from the crystal data with the semi empirical SOM model (P. 
Porcher, M. Couto dos Santos and O.L. Malta, Phys. Chem. Chem. Phys., 1999, 1, 397.)        
  
SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL:  
CALCULATED ENERGY LEVELS OF HO3+ IN NaBi(WO4)2. THE THREE MAIN COMPONENTS OF THE 
ASSOCIATED WAVEFUNCTIONS ARE INDICATED UP TO 3H(4)6. 
 
 
 
                                CRYSTAL FIELD SYMMETRY=4 
                         MATRIX # 1    NUMBER OF LEVELS = 257 
 
     51.5     60.6    200.6    260.2    283.5   5143.6   5181.6   5268.0   8651.2   8672.5 
   8751.8  11216.7  11224.5  11283.9  13170.1  13307.2  13494.0  15431.7  15474.5  15561.0 
  18413.0  18523.1  18599.1  18624.8  20571.0  21047.0  21320.4  21337.5  21361.8  21411.7 
  21414.1  22026.2  22155.7  22238.1  22281.1  23875.5  23959.9  23992.2  25770.1  25829.4 
  25891.3  26126.9  26165.9  26176.3  27516.0  27590.0  27632.2  27731.5  27866.2  27874.2 
  28176.8  28691.0  28839.1  28914.1  28988.8  29002.4  29056.8  29793.9  29841.9  29917.1 
  30016.4  30035.7  30085.7  30744.4  33173.3  33266.6  33865.6  33943.4  33976.9  34017.2 
  34159.4  34165.5  34180.2  34183.5  34195.4  34284.2  34654.7  34656.0  34722.3  35076.1 
  35846.9  35880.5  35985.2  36058.3  36198.6  36278.5  36294.6  36346.1  36504.7  36507.4 
  36652.3  36707.4  36860.4  37712.0  37775.6  37913.6  37929.3  38267.2  38268.7  38296.2 
  38561.6  38694.1  38696.1  39077.6  39111.6  39157.5  39254.4  39277.9  39281.4  39297.3 
  39390.4  39721.4  39744.8  39781.1  39799.2  39897.8  41245.1  41262.6  41382.9  41579.1 
  42276.1  42650.6  42757.6  44968.0  45222.9  45267.8  45279.3  45398.0  45399.9  45443.8 
  45515.4  45516.5  45583.7  45597.5  45651.7  47547.6  47890.2  47900.6  47985.0  48851.3 
  49496.0  49586.2  49610.0  50270.6  50296.9  50314.0  50383.6  50431.4  50484.0  51098.4 
  51778.5  51916.0  51931.7  52920.2  53111.7  53135.0  53181.0  54524.3  54551.7  54555.6 
  54721.7  54804.9  54950.5  54974.2  55041.3  55047.0  55201.6  55202.3  56197.9  56289.1 
  56323.1  56340.2  56707.3  56831.9  56899.2  56966.9  56971.6  57461.7  58156.3  58204.6 
  58352.6  58700.4  58734.7  58798.5  60327.0  60339.6  60422.9  60450.3  60463.7  60483.3 
  62756.7  63667.3  63688.7  63696.3  63897.3  63897.5  64975.4  65123.0  65197.6  65401.5 
  65689.3  65774.7  66449.8  66683.2  66734.4  67662.3  67922.5  67951.4  68268.7  68301.3 
  68345.2  69354.6  69574.2  69626.3  70052.1  70133.3  70493.0  72937.6  73014.9  73069.2 
  74075.8  74978.7  75856.6  75994.3  75999.7  77558.0  78614.0  78802.4  85176.5  85818.4 
  86143.2  86144.3  90041.4  91015.1  91042.8  91051.3  92464.4  93187.9  93383.3  93611.6 
  93621.2  94689.8  95056.3  95079.6  95400.3  97294.5  97442.3  97450.7  98257.4  98566.9 
  98578.3 100054.5 112340.0 112416.2 112643.8 140393.9 162986.2 
 
 
 EACH LEVEL POSSESSES 257 COMPONENTS, THE THREE MAIN COMPONENTS OF THE ASSOCIATED WAVEFUNCTION ARE: 
              CLASSIFICATION BY MULTIPLICITY (DETAILED UP TO 28 000 cm-1) 
     
   1   1     51.49  -.461 5I   8  4      -.326 5I   8 -4       .346 5I   8  8       .11   6.24  93.64 
                     .192                 .378                -.272 
   2   2     60.62   .442 5I   8  4      -.297 5I   8 -4      -.353 5I   8  8       .11   6.25  93.64 
                    -.218                 .393                 .317 
   3   3    200.64   .793 5I   8  0      -.361 5I   8  8      -.363 5I   8 -8       .12   6.33  93.55 
                    -.038                 .043                -.009 
   4   4    260.15   .483 5I   8  8      -.492 5I   8 -8       .472 5I   8  4       .12   6.37  93.51 
                    -.092                 .010                 .040 
   5   5    283.49   .501 5I   8  0       .444 5I   8  4       .425 5I   8 -4       .12   6.40  93.48 
                    -.057                 .034                -.133 
   6   6   5143.63  -.314 5I   7  4      -.340 5I   7 -4       .275 5I   7  0      2.87  97.12 
                     .510                 .492                -.422 
   7   7   5181.56  -.541 5I   7  4       .553 5I   7 -4       .079 3K2  7  4      2.89  97.11 
                     .439                -.423                -.064 
   8   8   5268.01  -.829 5I   7  0      -.351 5I   7  4      -.348 5I   7 -4      2.91  97.09 
                     .165                 .063                 .076 
   9   9   8651.25  -.619 5I   6  4      -.612 5I   6 -4       .406 5I   6  0       .06   4.78  95.16 
                    -.082                -.122                 .068 
  10  10   8672.51  -.682 5I   6  4       .679 5I   6 -4      -.098 3H4  6  4       .06   4.78  95.17 
                    -.091                 .115                -.013 
  11  11   8751.84   .878 5I   6  0       .293 5I   6 -4       .290 5I   6  4       .06   4.71  95.23 
                     .077                 .010                 .041 
  12  12  11216.72   .617 5I   5 -4       .612 5I   5  4      -.252 5I   5  0       .11   8.94  90.95 
                     .188                 .206                -.081 
  13  13  11224.46  -.635 5I   5  4       .648 5I   5 -4      -.133 3H4  5  4       .11   8.95  90.94 
                    -.213                 .170                -.045 
  14  14  11283.87  -.889 5I   5  0      -.175 5I   5 -4      -.192 5I   5  4       .12   9.04  90.84 
                     .170                 .081                -.011 
  15  15  13170.13   .512 5I   4  0      -.511 5I   4  4      -.402 5I   4 -4       .39   9.99  89.61 
                     .269                -.136                -.344 
  16  16  13307.24  -.636 5I   4  4       .493 5I   4 -4      -.154 3H4  4  4       .40  10.05  89.55 
                    -.196                 .447                -.047 
  17  17  13493.99  -.643 5I   4  0      -.388 5I   4  4      -.300 5I   4 -4       .40  10.09  89.51 
                    -.383                -.131                -.279 
  18  18  15431.70   .494 5F   5  0      -.490 5F   5  4      -.496 5F   5 -4       .34  16.71  82.95 
                     .147                -.158                -.136 
  19  19  15474.54   .598 5F   5  4      -.607 5F   5 -4      -.213 3G2  5  4       .34  16.79  82.87 
                     .199                -.172                -.071 
  20  20  15560.98  -.694 5F   5  0      -.343 5F   5  4      -.348 5F   5 -4       .34  16.52  83.14 
                    -.232                -.123                -.108 
  21  21  18413.01   .738 5S   2  0       .339 3P2  2  0       .233 5F   2  0      1.87  21.88  76.25 
                     .249                 .114                 .079 
  22  22  18523.10  -.506 5F   4  0       .233 5F   4  4       .012 5F   4 -4       .29   9.13  90.58 
                    -.685                 .085                 .247 
  23  23  18599.13  -.366 5F   4 -4       .642 5F   4  4       .128 3F3  4  4       .20   8.34  91.46 
                    -.562                 .194                 .039 
  24  24  18624.78  -.575 5F   4  4      -.333 5F   4 -4      -.307 5F   4  0       .21   8.53  91.26 
                    -.196                -.509                -.238 
  25  25  20571.03   .478 5F   3  0       .100 3D1  3  0       .074 3F3  3  0      9.69  90.30 
                    -.818                -.170                -.127 
  26  26  21047.03   .751 5F   2  0      -.385 5S   2  0       .322 3D1  2  0      3.09  18.20  78.71 
                     .236                -.121                 .101 
  27  27  21320.39   .467 3K2  8  0       .286 3K2  8  8       .267 3K2  8 -8      9.02  84.53   6.45 
                     .050                -.062                 .121 
  28  28  21337.51  -.406 3K2  8  8       .379 3K2  8 -8      -.328 3K2  8  4      9.13  84.70   6.17 
                     .068                 .159                -.034 
  29  29  21361.78   .559 3K2  8  0      -.304 3K1  8  0      -.308 3K2  8  8      9.17  84.85   5.98 
                     .093                -.051                 .008 
  30  30  21411.72  -.392 3K2  8  4      -.149 3K2  8 -4       .269 3K2  8  8      8.98  84.82   6.20 
                     .138                -.388                -.190 
  31  31  21414.09   .405 3K2  8  4      -.112 3K2  8 -4      -.278 3K2  8  8      9.02  84.91   6.07 
                    -.114                -.405                 .146 
  32  32  22026.21  -.766 5G   6  0      -.321 5G   6  4      -.328 5G   6 -4       .32  16.74  82.94 
                    -.107                -.069                -.021 
  33  33  22155.69   .572 5G   6  4      -.568 5G   6 -4      -.342 5F   1  0       .28  18.74  80.97 
                     .086                -.108                -.058 
  34  34  22238.10   .519 5G   6  4       .459 5G   6 -4      -.422 5G   6  0       .34  19.05  80.61 
                     .079                 .256                -.144 
  35  35  22281.07  -.603 5F   1  0      -.262 3D1  1  0      -.272 5G   6  4       .06  20.10  79.84 
                    -.516                -.224                -.037 
  36  36  23875.46   .531 5G   5  0       .357 3G2  5  0       .295 5F   5  0      1.44  40.44  58.12 
                     .207                 .140                 .115 
  37  37  23959.92   .431 5G   5  4      -.409 5G   5 -4       .298 3G2  5  4      1.46  41.21  57.34 
                     .142                -.195                 .098 
  38  38  23992.16   .369 5G   5  4       .352 5G   5 -4      -.285 5G   5  0      1.47  41.94  56.60 
                     .127                 .168                -.117 
  39  39  25770.12  -.380 5G   4  0      -.347 5G   4  4      -.133 5G   4 -4       .97  40.76  58.27 
                    -.386                -.138                -.349 
  40  40  25829.36   .230 5G   4 -4      -.507 5G   4  4      -.263 3G2  4  4       .94  40.87  58.19 
                     .483                -.170                -.088 
  41  41  25891.33  -.414 5G   4  0       .370 5G   4  4       .194 5G   4 -4       .88  41.85  57.26 
                    -.316                 .100                 .331 
  42  42  26126.87   .694 3K2  7  0      -.378 3K1  7  0       .276 3L   7  0       .05  97.30   2.65 
                     .075                -.041                 .030 
  43  43  26165.87  -.566 3K2  7  4       .560 3K2  7 -4       .305 3K1  7  4       .07  97.25   2.68 
                    -.037                 .091                 .020 
  44  44  26176.30   .498 3K2  7  4       .490 3K2  7 -4      -.388 3K2  7  0       .05  97.57   2.38 
                     .026                 .096                -.048 
  45  45  27516.01  -.521 5G   5  0       .287 3H4  5  0      -.259 3H4  6  4      1.45  57.10  41.45 
                    -.057                 .031                -.020 
  46  46  27590.05  -.243 5G   5  4       .287 5G   5 -4       .135 3H4  5  4      1.69  49.62  48.69 
                     .371                -.338                -.206 
  47  47  27632.22  -.464 5G   5  4      -.459 5G   5 -4       .260 3H4  5  4      1.81  43.86  54.32 
                    -.048                -.083                 .027 
  48  48  27731.54  -.382 3H4  6  4      -.380 3H4  6 -4       .321 3H3  6  4       .86  75.08  24.06 
                    -.043                -.054                 .037 
  49  49  27866.22  -.394 5G   5  0       .335 3H4  6  4      -.325 3H4  6 -4      1.03  67.50  31.46 
                    -.071                 .031                -.088 
  50  50  27874.17   .472 3H4  6  0      -.394 3H3  6  0       .294 5G   6  0       .68  79.67  19.66 
                     .289                -.241                 .180 
   
 
                         MATRIX  # 2     NUMBER OF LEVELS =  245 
 
      2.8     75.3    254.4    288.8   5135.1   5159.7   5201.9   5267.2   8656.9   8664.4 
   8762.9  11215.1  11220.7  11306.0  13240.8  13384.3  15415.6  15541.8  15580.1  18439.4 
  18534.5  18596.7  20549.5  20669.1  21086.1  21328.6  21339.2  21411.0  21437.3  22014.2 
  22155.0  22229.3  22327.3  23882.8  23944.2  23974.8  25780.5  25836.0  26124.9  26136.4 
  26172.2  26184.1  27502.0  27573.5  27629.0  27748.3  27844.2  27909.2  28203.2  28691.5 
  28792.9  28827.7  28913.8  28938.9  29020.8  29069.1  29843.0  29945.2  29993.6  30028.1 
  30073.3  30769.9  33114.1  33190.7  33294.0  33868.5  33945.0  33979.7  34022.2  34115.7 
  34181.4  34235.1  34247.8  34289.6  34666.9  34710.7  35017.7  35106.0  35790.6  36028.6 
  36183.9  36257.7  36338.4  36354.5  36491.5  36648.6  36737.3  36851.8  37759.0  37813.7 
  37908.8  37928.0  37961.8  38263.6  38277.8  38296.5  38333.1  38580.6  38690.3  39060.6 
  39126.7  39165.0  39219.7  39267.3  39299.7  39357.3  39392.4  39712.0  39742.6  39768.2 
  39810.4  39833.8  39860.5  41301.9  41368.0  41628.6  42543.7  42732.4  42821.7  44984.6 
  45189.0  45278.3  45312.0  45390.1  45394.5  45458.2  45519.2  45544.1  45645.1  47592.7 
  47724.8  47826.1  47932.1  48048.6  48930.4  49501.4  49558.6  49581.2  50104.0  50268.3 
  50354.0  50377.2  50470.6  50566.3  51099.8  51106.0  51799.3  51856.8  52929.3  53114.5 
  53140.7  53192.0  54512.2  54549.7  54725.4  54811.9  54922.1  54955.7  54979.7  55108.6 
  55152.2  56190.5  56256.4  56335.8  56358.7  56722.7  56844.1  56889.4  56943.3  56945.9 
  56973.9  57626.1  58142.8  58238.0  58351.4  58449.7  58675.7  58792.1  58806.0  60323.1 
  60350.3  60394.7  60444.8  60485.8  62767.0  63607.2  63691.0  63767.0  63866.7  65003.4 
  65070.2  65396.3  65688.9  65721.1  65777.1  66448.4  66677.1  66738.7  67648.8  67862.4 
  67955.0  68280.8  68437.0  69355.0  69473.8  69617.0  69935.4  70142.8  70165.0  72887.6 
  72998.2  73116.5  74080.7  74213.6  75036.7  75868.3  76033.5  77482.7  78503.1  78617.4 
  78775.6  85836.9  86031.9  86262.5  90055.9  91004.8  91100.8  92480.2  92536.8  93210.8 
  93383.8  93554.7  93692.6  94725.4  94952.7  97285.4  97402.3  97514.0  98279.9  98464.1 
  98695.6 100086.6 112513.8 112642.0 140089.7 
 
  
EACH LEVEL POSSESSES 245 COMPONENTS, THE THREE MAIN COMPONENTS OF THE ASSOCIATED WAVEFUNCTION ARE:  
                     CLASSIFICATION BY MULTIPLICITY (DETAILED UP TO 28 000cm-1) 
 
 
 184   1      2.78   .137 5I   8 -7      -.241 5I   8 -3      -.031 3K2  8 -7       .11   6.21  93.68 
                     .759                -.523                -.172 
 185   2     75.28   .680 5I   8  5      -.444 5I   8  1      -.155 3K2  8  5       .12   6.25  93.63 
                    -.462                 .228                 .105 
 186   3    254.39  -.635 5I   8  1      -.384 5I   8  5      -.146 5I   8 -3       .12   6.37  93.51 
                     .304                 .247                -.333 
 187   4    288.83   .276 5I   8 -3       .077 5I   8 -7      -.385 5I   8  1       .12   6.39  93.48 
                     .628                 .476                 .185 
 188   5   5135.11  -.812 5I   7  5       .430 5I   7  1      -.301 5I   7 -3      2.87  97.13 
                    -.049                 .061                -.025 
 189   6   5159.70  -.798 5I   7 -7       .430 5I   7 -3      -.334 5I   7  5      2.87  97.12 
                    -.186                 .026                -.020 
 190   7   5201.87   .678 5I   7 -3       .489 5I   7 -7      -.364 5I   7  1      2.89  97.10 
                     .045                 .113                -.062 
 191   8   5267.20   .796 5I   7  1       .481 5I   7 -3       .277 5I   7  5      2.91  97.09 
                     .101                 .014                 .020 
 192   9   8656.93   .803 5I   6  5       .352 5I   6 -3      -.253 5I   6  1       .06   4.78  95.17 
                     .066                -.243                 .229 
 193  10   8664.44   .557 5I   6 -3      -.542 5I   6  5      -.344 5I   6  1       .06   4.76  95.18 
                    -.394                -.056                 .261 
 194  11   8762.91  -.537 5I   6  1      -.392 5I   6 -3      -.076 3H4  6  1       .06   4.73  95.21 
                     .598                 .383                 .085 
 195  12  11215.11  -.882 5I   5  5      -.185 3H4  5  5      -.104 5I   5  1       .11   8.97  90.92 
                    -.291                -.061                -.115 
 196  13  11220.72  -.663 5I   5 -3       .375 5I   5  1      -.139 3H4  5 -3       .11   8.86  91.03 
                    -.491                 .237                -.103 
 197  14  11306.02   .307 5I   5  1       .148 5I   5 -3       .065 3H4  5  1       .12   9.13  90.75 
                     .765                 .434                 .161 
 198  15  13240.85   .772 5I   4 -3      -.263 5I   4  1       .187 3H4  4 -3       .41  10.01  89.58 
                     .439                -.182                 .106 
 199  16  13384.30   .745 5I   4  1       .283 5I   4 -3       .180 3H4  4  1       .39  10.04  89.57 
                     .482                 .150                 .116 
 200  17  15415.61  -.717 5F   5 -3       .509 5F   5  1       .254 3G2  5 -3       .34  16.61  83.05 
                    -.134                 .082                 .047 
 201  18  15541.84   .607 5F   5  1       .465 5F   5 -3      -.414 5F   5  5       .34  16.64  83.02 
                     .108                 .095                -.132 
 202  19  15580.09   .737 5F   5  5       .387 5F   5  1      -.264 3G2  5  5       .35  16.85  82.80 
                     .242                 .075                -.087 
 203  20  18439.39  -.818 5S   2  1      -.372 3P2  2  1      -.242 5F   2  1      1.96  22.77  75.28 
                    -.113                -.051                -.033 
 204  21  18534.54  -.789 5F   4  1      -.316 5F   4 -3      -.160 3F3  4  1       .18   8.25  91.57 
                    -.390                -.193                -.079 
 205  22  18596.71  -.480 5F   4 -3       .231 5F   4  1      -.096 3F3  4 -3       .21   8.40  91.39 
                    -.733                 .288                -.146 
 206  23  20549.50   .325 5F   3  1       .292 5F   3 -3       .068 3D1  3  1      9.65  90.35 
                    -.684                -.491                -.142 
 207  24  20669.08   .360 5F   3 -3      -.224 5F   3  1       .075 3D1  3 -3       .01   9.73  90.26 
                    -.664                 .525                -.139 
 208  25  21086.06  -.626 5F   2  1       .317 5S   2  1      -.271 3D1  2  1      3.13  18.63  78.24 
                    -.471                 .239                -.203 
 209  26  21328.55   .491 3K2  8  1       .015 3K2  8 -3       .105 3K2  8 -7      9.16  84.72   6.12 
                    -.113                -.392                -.265 
 210  27  21339.22  -.037 3K2  8 -3       .399 3K2  8  1      -.097 3K2  8 -7      9.19  84.73   6.09 
                     .433                -.100                 .356 
 211  28  21411.00   .580 3K2  8  5      -.337 3K2  8  1      -.314 3K1  8  5      9.12  84.78   6.10 
                    -.304                 .122                 .164 
 212  29  21437.27  -.378 3K2  8 -7       .379 3K2  8 -3       .205 3K1  8 -7      9.01  85.13   5.86 
                    -.443                 .274                 .241 
 213  30  22014.18   .693 5G   6  1       .519 5G   6 -3      -.234 3H4  6  1       .28  16.61  83.11 
                    -.186                -.110                 .063 
 214  31  22154.96   .850 5G   6  5      -.305 3H4  6  5       .233 3H1  6  5       .29  18.19  81.52 
                     .120                -.043                 .033 
 215  32  22229.32  -.499 5G   6 -3       .398 5G   6  1      -.178 5F   1  1       .27  18.65  81.09 
                     .416                -.349                 .194 
 216  33  22327.27   .781 5F   1  1       .339 3D1  1  1      -.189 5G   6 -3       .04  20.31  79.65 
                     .300                 .130                -.138 
 217  34  23882.79  -.503 5G   5  1      -.339 3G2  5  1      -.281 5F   5  1      1.43  40.41  58.15 
                    -.238                -.160                -.132 
 218  35  23944.24   .495 5G   5 -3      -.349 5G   5  5       .340 3G2  5 -3      1.45  41.07  57.48 
                     .189                -.112                 .130 
 219  36  23974.84  -.426 5G   5  5       .300 5G   5  1      -.301 3G2  5  5      1.46  41.77  56.76 
                    -.139                 .142                -.097 
 220  37  25780.54   .081 5G   4 -3      -.112 5G   4  1       .041 3G2  4 -3       .95  40.99  58.06 
                     .582                -.464                 .300 
 221  38  25836.01  -.362 5G   4  1      -.332 5G   4 -3      -.191 3G2  4  1       .91  41.58  57.52 
                     .456                 .342                 .240 
 222  39  26124.89  -.510 3K2  7  1      -.398 3K2  7 -7      -.377 3K2  7 -3       .05  97.30   2.66 
                    -.090                -.124                -.022 
 223  40  26136.43   .535 3K2  7 -7      -.464 3K2  7  1      -.292 3K1  7 -7       .05  97.50   2.45 
                     .143                -.080                -.078 
 224  41  26172.17   .643 3K2  7 -3      -.392 3K2  7 -7      -.347 3K1  7 -3       .06  97.40   2.54 
                    -.121                -.002                 .065 
 225  42  26184.11  -.675 3K2  7  5       .389 3K2  7  1       .363 3K1  7  5       .05  97.52   2.43 
                     .037                 .021                -.020 
 226  43  27502.00  -.461 5G   5  1      -.283 5G   5 -3       .260 3H4  6 -3      1.35  56.23  42.42 
                    -.068                -.051                 .041 
 227  44  27573.47   .562 5G   5  5      -.312 3H4  5  5      -.258 3G2  5  5      1.61  51.21  47.18 
                     .110                -.061                -.050 
 228  45  27628.98   .351 5G   5 -3      -.244 5G   5  1      -.221 5G   5  5      1.69  50.16  48.14 
                    -.285                 .211                 .187 
 229  46  27748.33  -.424 3H4  6  5       .357 3H3  6  5      -.307 5G   5 -3      1.04  67.49  31.47 
                     .002                -.002                -.001 
 230  47  27844.17  -.055 3H4  6 -3       .046 3H3  6 -3      -.031 3H4  6  1       .76  78.88  20.36 
                    -.468                 .392                -.359 
 231  48  27909.24   .393 3H4  6  1      -.331 3H3  6  1      -.302 5G   5  1       .95  69.83  29.22 
                     .040                -.033                -.025 
  
 
 
                           MATRIX # 3     NUMBER OF LEVELS =  254 
 
      9.4     27.3    262.6    304.2   5129.9   5138.7   5207.4   5265.2   8651.6   8663.3 
   8677.4   8773.2  11226.0  11310.0  13291.7  13333.3  15411.0  15552.5  18410.0  18447.6 
  18526.1  18614.7  20615.1  20668.4  21042.7  21138.5  21323.1  21339.4  21431.4  21438.3 
  22006.1  22079.9  22082.0  22245.0  23905.1  23941.4  25725.5  25862.9  26126.3  26141.8 
  26181.7  26186.4  27495.1  27628.3  27737.6  27778.4  27846.3  27925.2  28175.6  28260.5 
  28661.0  28692.0  28899.4  28915.0  29025.8  29077.6  29829.0  29880.5  29983.8  30047.9 
  30089.7  30115.5  30672.4  30756.5  33100.3  33139.0  33870.4  33948.3  33980.3  34023.8 
  34085.0  34168.8  34192.1  34247.4  34315.0  34318.3  34672.0  34702.4  35000.8  35149.4 
  35801.1  36004.2  36156.5  36219.2  36243.8  36339.4  36405.7  36447.7  36667.5  36843.9 
  37738.4  37743.9  37905.3  37913.7  37949.4  37952.1  38263.3  38285.4  38292.6  38303.7 
  38584.9  38692.4  39050.1  39133.2  39183.6  39190.3  39312.1  39354.2  39574.8  39726.3 
  39755.8  39765.5  39810.0  39894.8  41324.5  41336.5  41614.0  41687.8  42542.9  42629.4 
  44935.6  44984.6  45169.6  45273.9  45324.9  45379.1  45396.4  45411.7  45486.9  45521.0 
  45538.0  45653.7  47603.0  47774.9  47800.6  48048.0  48887.8  48965.8  49545.7  49564.2 
  50067.5  50247.4  50366.9  50391.5  50450.8  50533.4  51079.8  51125.5  51806.3  51836.7 
  52960.4  52961.8  53109.9  53164.1  53171.7  53204.9  54501.9  54546.7  54734.1  54843.6 
  54853.5  54962.9  54964.6  55101.3  56177.6  56196.7  56320.0  56336.1  56365.5  56741.6 
  56851.8  56862.7  56893.9  56912.3  56931.0  56953.6  57518.5  57802.2  58134.7  58317.4 
  58322.3  58356.9  58662.1  58807.3  58901.5  58901.7  60324.2  60345.2  60393.0  60442.5 
  62719.4  62769.1  63581.6  63686.2  63811.8  63831.7  65023.9  65052.4  65391.4  65695.3 
  65771.1  65777.7  66446.7  66663.3  66687.9  66698.0  67642.0  67963.0  68285.1  68462.8 
  69379.2  69607.2  70070.0  70212.2  72813.7  72865.4  73061.8  73106.4  74155.6  74201.4 
  74964.1  75062.4  75859.8  76060.0  78561.3  78647.8  78714.9  78785.5  85863.3  85972.4 
  90011.4  90063.7  91001.9  91119.8  92475.8  92539.4  93385.1  93521.7  93782.7  93785.1 
  94785.9  94856.4  97279.2  97381.8  97608.5  97613.7  98318.3  98394.8 100205.1 100212.8 
 112551.8 112639.0 139693.6 140201.3 
 
   
EACH LEVEL POSSESSES 254 COMPONENTS, THE THREE MAIN COMPONENTS OF THE ASSOCIATED WAVEFUNCTION ARE: 
                  CLASSIFICATION BY MULTIPLICITY (DETAILED UP TO 28 000 cm-1) 
 
 367   1      9.44  -.360 5I   8  6       .418 5I   8 -6       .197 5I   8  2       .11   6.21  93.67 
                    -.412                -.353                 .361 
 368   2     27.31   .447 5I   8 -6       .386 5I   8  6      -.171 5I   8  2       .11   6.22  93.66 
                    -.380                 .442                -.308 
 369   3    262.62   .267 5I   8  2      -.306 5I   8 -2      -.298 5I   8 -6       .12   6.38  93.50 
                     .477                 .453                 .283 
 370   4    304.20   .289 5I   8  2       .326 5I   8 -2       .235 5I   8  6       .12   6.41  93.47 
                     .509                -.487                 .263 
 371   5   5129.87   .596 5I   7  6      -.582 5I   7 -6      -.330 5I   7  2      2.86  97.14 
                     .105                -.165                -.101 
 372   6   5138.71   .642 5I   7 -6       .657 5I   7  6      -.189 5I   7  2      2.86  97.13 
                     .185                 .118                -.059 
 373   7   5207.45  -.575 5I   7  2       .595 5I   7 -2      -.339 5I   7  6      2.90  97.10 
                    -.186                 .109                -.066 
 374   8   5265.25   .633 5I   7  2       .656 5I   7 -2       .193 5I   7  6      2.90  97.09 
                     .212                 .126                 .039 
 375   9   8651.57  -.477 5I   6  2       .467 5I   6 -2      -.463 5I   6  6       .06   4.71  95.23 
                    -.144                 .173                 .109 
 376  10   8663.31   .665 5I   6  6       .426 5I   6 -6       .095 3H4  6  6       .06   4.73  95.22 
                    -.158                 .534                -.023 
 377  11   8677.38  -.302 5I   6 -6       .484 5I   6  6      -.456 5I   6  2       .06   4.78  95.16 
                    -.396                -.115                -.135 
 378  12   8773.16   .599 5I   6 -2       .626 5I   6  2       .090 3H4  6  2       .06   4.75  95.19 
                     .330                 .277                 .039 
 379  13  11226.03   .662 5I   5  2      -.654 5I   5 -2       .138 3H4  5  2       .11   8.80  91.09 
                     .116                -.155                 .024 
 380  14  11310.02  -.659 5I   5  2      -.650 5I   5 -2      -.139 3H4  5  2       .12   9.16  90.72 
                    -.121                -.159                -.025 
 381  15  13291.74   .528 5I   4 -2      -.495 5I   4  2      -.120 3H4  4  2       .40  10.01  89.59 
                    -.410                -.449                -.108 
 382  16  13333.26   .534 5I   4 -2       .488 5I   4  2       .118 3H4  4  2       .40  10.02  89.57 
                    -.402                 .456                 .110 
 383  17  15411.00   .006 5F   5 -2      -.029 5F   5  2      -.002 3G2  5 -2       .34  16.54  83.11 
                     .634                -.633                -.223 
 384  18  15552.47   .028 5F   5  2       .006 5F   5 -2      -.002 3G2  5 -2       .34  16.51  83.15 
                     .630                 .631                -.223 
 385  19  18410.04   .260 5S   2  2       .255 5S   2 -2       .119 3P2  2  2      1.91  21.93  76.16 
                     .489                 .491                 .224 
 386  20  18447.62  -.257 5S   2  2       .250 5S   2 -2      -.116 3P2  2  2      1.95  22.65  75.40 
                    -.529                 .532                -.240 
 387  21  18526.10   .221 5F   4  2       .087 5F   4 -2       .041 5S   2 -2       .32   9.36  90.32 
                     .604                 .637                 .183 
 388  22  18614.70  -.549 5F   4 -2       .453 5F   4  2       .091 3F3  4  2       .20   8.35  91.45 
                     .392                -.500                -.100 
 389  23  20615.09  -.004 5F   3  2       .215 5F   3 -2      -.001 3D1  3  2       .01   9.71  90.28 
                     .669                 .633                 .139 
 390  24  20668.38  -.036 5F   3  2      -.185 5F   3 -2      -.007 3D1  3  2       .02   9.70  90.29 
                     .666                -.641                 .139 
 391  25  21042.67   .139 5F   2  2       .139 5F   2 -2      -.072 5S   2  2      3.07  18.08  78.85 
                     .537                 .537                -.275 
 392  26  21138.46   .124 5F   2  2      -.124 5F   2 -2      -.062 5S   2  2      3.21  19.00  77.79 
                     .540                -.540                -.271 
 393  27  21323.11  -.142 3K2  8  2      -.306 3K2  8 -2      -.140 3K2  8  6      9.26  84.63   6.11 
                    -.431                 .335                -.232 
 394  28  21339.42  -.141 3K2  8  2       .282 3K2  8 -2      -.166 3K2  8  6      9.15  84.81   6.04 
                    -.398                -.315                -.270 
 395  29  21431.35  -.253 3K2  8  6      -.332 3K2  8 -6       .098 3K2  8  2      9.11  85.02   5.87 
                    -.382                 .316                 .256 
 396  30  21438.29  -.237 3K2  8  6       .307 3K2  8 -6       .119 3K2  8  2      9.04  85.06   5.89 
                    -.355                -.297                 .297 
 397  31  22006.12   .324 5G   6  2       .282 5G   6 -2      -.110 3H4  6  2       .26  16.46  83.28 
                     .545                 .568                -.184 
 398  32  22079.85   .216 5G   6 -6       .526 5G   6  6      -.184 3H4  6  6       .27  17.33  82.40 
                    -.594                -.350                 .123 
 399  33  22082.00  -.522 5G   6  6       .204 5G   6 -6       .183 3H4  6  6       .27  17.31  82.42 
                     .353                -.596                -.124 
 400  34  22245.03   .627 5G   6  2      -.628 5G   6 -2      -.227 3H4  6  2       .28  18.24  81.48 
                    -.034                -.009                 .012 
 401  35  23905.12  -.381 5G   5  2      -.309 5G   5 -2      -.262 3G2  5  2      1.46  41.46  57.08 
                     .248                 .333                 .174 
 402  36  23941.44  -.374 5G   5  2       .305 5G   5 -2      -.254 3G2  5  2      1.44  40.60  57.95 
                     .270                -.346                 .180 
 403  37  25725.45  -.229 5G   4  2       .328 5G   4 -2       .168 3G2  4 -2       .98  40.73  58.29 
                     .485                -.425                -.218 
 404  38  25862.94   .308 5G   4  2       .394 5G   4 -2       .163 3G2  4  2       .89  42.01  57.10 
                    -.432                -.356                -.229 
 405  39  26126.27   .426 3K2  7 -2       .449 3K2  7  2       .309 3K2  7 -6       .05  97.58   2.37 
                    -.198                -.140                -.068 
 406  40  26141.82  -.388 3K2  7  2       .379 3K2  7 -2       .359 3K2  7 -6       .05  97.60   2.35 
                     .164                -.185                -.125 
 407  41  26181.67  -.383 3K2  7  6      -.150 3K2  7 -6       .304 3K2  7  2       .06  97.42   2.52 
                     .269                 .444                -.111 
 408  42  26186.42   .339 3K2  7  6      -.063 3K2  7 -6      -.320 3K2  7  2       .06  97.42   2.52 
                    -.257                 .420                 .205 
 409  43  27495.06  -.402 5G   5 -2      -.402 5G   5  2      -.240 3H4  6  2      1.38  55.39  43.23 
                     .069                 .071                 .040 
 410  44  27628.29   .419 5G   5  2      -.418 5G   5 -2      -.238 3H4  5  2      1.70  52.49  45.81 
                    -.069                 .076                 .040 
 411  45  27737.56   .398 3H4  6  6      -.398 3H4  6 -6      -.332 3H3  6  6       .73  80.06  19.21 
                    -.066                 .067                 .055 
 412  46  27778.39  -.344 3H4  6  6      -.339 3H4  6 -6       .287 3H3  6  6       .97  72.83  26.20 
                     .056                 .078                -.047 
 413  47  27846.31  -.399 3H4  6  2      -.400 3H4  6 -2       .332 3H3  6  2       .80  81.17  18.02 
                    -.022                -.013                 .019 
 414  48  27925.21   .319 3H4  6  2      -.320 3H4  6 -2      -.271 3H3  6  2       .99  68.78  30.23 
                    -.021                 .011                 .018 
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SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL:  
CALCULATED ENERGY LEVELS OF HO3+ HO3+ IN NaBi(MoO4)2. THE THREE MAIN COMPONENTS OF THE 
ASSOCIATED WAVEFUNCTIONS ARE INDICATED UP TO 5G5. 
 
 
                                CRYSTAL FIELD SYMMETRY=4 
                         MATRIX # 1   NUMBER OF LEVELS = 257 
 
     42.0     50.8    179.2    227.3    256.3   5139.3   5173.8   5259.6   8649.6   8668.7 
   8749.1  11212.1  11219.2  11284.6  13178.5  13294.6  13475.2  15419.6  15462.9  15540.8 
  18398.6  18511.8  18590.1  18609.8  20555.8  21035.1  21315.9  21333.7  21353.0  21398.5 
  21400.2  22004.8  22132.0  22210.5  22252.3  23845.7  23930.3  23959.3  25744.1  25796.8 
  25847.9  26121.9  26157.8  26167.8  27527.2  27586.5  27624.4  27754.8  27871.7  27891.8 
  28149.6  28712.9  28802.0  28928.9  29009.8  29024.9  29064.9  29766.6  29803.7  29903.3 
  29999.1  30009.3  30058.2  30695.3  33148.5  33188.5  33876.8  33950.0  33975.2  34030.6 
  34178.4  34178.7  34188.6  34199.0  34208.8  34286.2  34578.6  34579.4  34653.3  35045.3 
  35802.5  35875.9  35896.0  36050.5  36158.1  36279.8  36302.9  36345.3  36515.4  36516.9 
  36682.1  36729.2  36879.1  37604.1  37801.8  37929.0  37939.6  38252.0  38258.1  38273.7 
  38624.8  38762.5  38763.4  39075.2  39117.4  39157.9  39230.1  39263.1  39291.6  39299.6 
  39363.3  39616.4  39711.2  39741.5  39762.5  39791.4  41189.9  41220.6  41340.2  41388.1 
  42030.1  42497.4  42686.2  44972.2  45223.1  45272.3  45282.3  45348.3  45354.3  45396.7 
  45482.2  45490.5  45551.8  45557.3  45571.8  47632.5  47811.4  47824.0  47897.8  48879.7 
  49442.5  49520.5  49542.7  50298.4  50309.6  50341.7  50456.2  50475.4  50558.3  50977.7 
  51688.8  51830.8  51845.0  52866.2  53098.1  53120.9  53166.3  54469.9  54517.9  54522.2 
  54568.0  54632.5  54779.5  54869.9  54913.4  54923.5  55082.7  55083.5  56107.6  56195.0 
  56223.7  56270.5  56623.6  56756.6  56804.2  56898.4  56899.8  57480.4  58040.7  58089.3 
  58220.2  58559.7  58593.8  58640.6  60287.5  60302.8  60389.4  60395.4  60432.2  60441.6 
  62663.1  63590.9  63617.8  63623.8  63828.2  63828.3  64976.6  65117.0  65181.5  65263.2 
  65544.9  65624.0  66305.7  66538.9  66586.8  67505.9  67767.1  67794.4  68090.2  68123.5 
  68166.8  69174.3  69385.9  69435.0  69838.5  69999.2  70380.1  72840.1  72912.4  72963.7 
  73860.6  74888.3  75853.3  75998.4  76001.6  77457.3  78512.3  78722.6  85130.4  85633.9 
  85983.6  85984.4  89992.7  90997.5  91026.0  91034.9  92424.2  93171.7  93311.0  93552.5 
  93561.0  94560.3  94967.4  94984.9  95448.9  97289.8  97444.7  97450.9  98152.2  98491.0 
  98500.2 100064.6 112188.5 112250.4 112482.0 140189.9 162810.5 
 
  
EACH LEVEL POSSESSES 257 COMPONENTS, THE THREE MAIN COMPONENTS OF THE ASSOCIATED WAVEFUNCTION ARE:  
                       CLASSIFICATION BY MULTIPLICITY (DETAILED UP TO 24000 cm-1) 
 
 
   1   1     42.04   .463 5I   8  4       .386 5I   8 -4      -.383 5I   8  8       .12   6.28  93.60 
                    -.161                -.302                 .235 
   2   2     50.79  -.424 5I   8 -8       .396 5I   8  8      -.441 5I   8  4       .12   6.29  93.60 
                     .240                -.284                 .189 
   3   3    179.17   .738 5I   8  0      -.394 5I   8  8      -.396 5I   8 -8       .12   6.37  93.51 
                    -.027                 .043                -.014 
   4   4    227.30   .486 5I   8  4      -.476 5I   8 -4       .474 5I   8  8       .12   6.40  93.48 
                     .032                 .103                -.073 
   5   5    256.32  -.579 5I   8  0      -.436 5I   8  4      -.425 5I   8 -4       .12   6.43  93.45 
                     .049                -.024                 .097 
   6   6   5139.26   .462 5I   7  4       .477 5I   7 -4      -.383 5I   7  0      2.89  97.10 
                    -.387                -.369                 .309 
   7   7   5173.80   .628 5I   7 -4      -.621 5I   7  4       .092 3K2  7  4      2.90  97.09 
                    -.301                 .315                -.046 
   8   8   5259.55   .844 5I   7  0       .344 5I   7 -4       .346 5I   7  4      2.93  97.07 
                    -.119                -.053                -.044 
   9   9   8649.59  -.625 5I   6  4      -.622 5I   6 -4       .395 5I   6  0       .06   4.79  95.16 
                    -.063                -.093                 .049 
  10  10   8668.70   .685 5I   6  4      -.683 5I   6 -4      -.098 3H4  6 -4       .06   4.78  95.16 
                     .070                -.088                -.013 
  11  11   8749.14  -.886 5I   6  0      -.281 5I   6  4      -.282 5I   6 -4       .06   4.72  95.22 
                    -.063                -.030                -.009 
  12  12  11212.08  -.626 5I   5  4      -.628 5I   5 -4       .242 5I   5  0       .11   8.97  90.91 
                    -.167                -.162                 .064 
  13  13  11219.21  -.648 5I   5  4       .653 5I   5 -4      -.136 3H4  5  4       .11   8.98  90.91 
                    -.172                 .152                -.036 
  14  14  11284.55   .907 5I   5  0       .190 3H4  5  0       .179 5I   5  4       .12   9.07  90.81 
                    -.088                -.018                 .012 
  15  15  13178.54   .516 5I   4  0      -.527 5I   4  4      -.455 5I   4 -4       .39  10.01  89.59 
                     .213                -.116                -.289 
  16  16  13294.56   .647 5I   4  4      -.556 5I   4 -4       .157 3H4  4  4       .40  10.06  89.54 
                     .159                -.367                 .038 
  17  17  13475.22  -.696 5I   4  0      -.382 5I   4  4      -.328 5I   4 -4       .40  10.10  89.50 
                    -.313                -.100                -.220 
  18  18  15419.59   .521 5F   5  0      -.489 5F   5  4      -.492 5F   5 -4       .34  16.71  82.94 
                     .124                -.125                -.109 
  19  19  15462.86   .609 5F   5  4      -.614 5F   5 -4      -.218 3G2  5  4       .35  16.81  82.84 
                     .162                -.142                -.058 
  20  20  15540.80   .692 5F   5  0       .367 5F   5 -4       .364 5F   5  4       .35  16.53  83.13 
                     .187                 .093                 .104 
  21  21  18398.62   .757 5S   2  0       .353 3P2  2  0       .244 5F   2  0      1.95  22.67  75.38 
                     .197                 .092                 .064 
  22  22  18511.82  -.637 5F   4  0       .199 5F   4  4       .065 5F   4 -4       .27   8.96  90.77 
                    -.609                 .056                 .197 
  23  23  18590.06  -.654 5F   4  4       .485 5F   4 -4      -.131 3F3  4  4       .20   8.31  91.49 
                    -.158                 .466                -.032 
  24  24  18609.84   .604 5F   4  4       .450 5F   4 -4       .284 5F   4  0       .22   8.57  91.21 
                     .163                 .434                 .161 
  25  25  20555.83   .653 5F   3  0       .136 3D1  3  0       .101 3F3  3  0      9.71  90.29 
                    -.687                -.143                -.107 
  26  26  21035.06   .760 5F   2  0      -.398 5S   2  0       .325 3D1  2  0      3.07  18.04  78.89 
                     .194                -.102                 .083 
  27  27  21315.94  -.504 3K2  8  0      -.283 3K2  8  4      -.284 3K2  8 -4      9.09  84.54   6.37 
                    -.030                -.028                -.006 
  28  28  21333.65  -.397 3K2  8  8       .386 3K2  8 -8      -.344 3K2  8  4      9.17  84.69   6.14 
                     .055                 .108                -.027 
  29  29  21352.96  -.533 3K2  8  0       .324 3K2  8  8       .315 3K2  8 -8      9.22  84.79   5.98 
                    -.054                -.014                 .079 
  30  30  21398.54   .387 3K2  8  4       .008 3K2  8 -4      -.297 3K2  8  8      9.05  84.84   6.12 
                    -.119                 .405                 .172 
  31  31  21400.16   .400 3K2  8  4       .031 3K2  8 -4      -.301 3K2  8  8      9.07  84.83   6.11 
                    -.096                -.410                 .128 
  32  32  22004.75  -.767 5G   6  0      -.331 5G   6  4      -.335 5G   6 -4       .30  16.26  83.44 
                    -.088                -.055                -.022 
  33  33  22132.01  -.587 5G   6 -4       .588 5G   6  4      -.308 5F   1  0       .28  18.15  81.57 
                    -.081                 .070                -.040 
  34  34  22210.46  -.498 5G   6 -4      -.526 5G   6  4       .451 5G   6  0       .32  18.38  81.29 
                    -.179                -.061                 .106 
  35  35  22252.33   .687 5F   1  0       .298 3D1  1  0       .238 5G   6  4       .05  20.22  79.74 
                     .446                 .194                 .025 
  36  36  23845.73   .553 5G   5  0       .370 3G2  5  0       .307 5F   5  0      1.45  40.19  58.36 
                     .171                 .114                 .095 
  37  37  23930.26  -.440 5G   5  4       .427 5G   5 -4      -.302 3G2  5  4      1.46  40.88  57.66 
                    -.116                 .158                -.080 
  38  38  23959.27  -.372 5G   5 -4      -.383 5G   5  4       .284 5G   5  0      1.47  41.51  57.02 
  
 
   
                         MATRIX # 2     NUMBER OF LEVELS =  245 
 
       .0     65.1    233.7    257.8   5129.8   5148.6   5191.8   5258.3   8652.6   8663.4 
   8758.0  11208.3  11219.8  11301.4  13241.2  13380.3  15403.5  15522.9  15563.6  18422.7 
  18520.2  18582.3  20539.5  20653.4  21073.2  21322.3  21331.4  21397.1  21420.1  21994.5 
  22129.3  22202.8  22306.5  23853.1  23915.1  23944.8  25749.0  25800.2  26120.7  26132.2 
  26163.3  26174.2  27513.6  27575.9  27625.0  27759.3  27863.8  27915.3  28178.1  28713.4 
  28761.4  28792.9  28928.2  28967.5  29034.7  29077.6  29820.2  29920.5  29978.4  30009.1 
  30049.2  30717.5  33116.4  33143.9  33238.9  33876.2  33959.0  33976.9  34032.7  34115.6 
  34194.1  34244.9  34259.2  34292.8  34602.6  34645.3  34990.6  35068.5  35793.0  36036.7 
  36144.1  36259.4  36341.8  36353.8  36489.0  36682.4  36752.6  36871.1  37699.7  37789.0 
  37922.7  37947.1  37987.7  38253.2  38263.7  38273.7  38313.7  38641.3  38746.7  39062.1 
  39126.2  39169.2  39231.1  39244.2  39275.8  39353.4  39381.6  39612.1  39704.2  39714.6 
  39739.4  39762.1  39774.1  41264.1  41327.9  41425.9  42499.7  42595.9  42731.9  44989.0 
  45203.6  45276.8  45294.9  45331.4  45355.9  45415.8  45470.7  45519.1  45568.5  47677.9 
  47754.1  47831.8  47850.5  47953.7  48954.9  49446.6  49495.8  49517.2  50199.5  50273.2 
  50363.5  50378.9  50517.2  50607.8  50980.0  50983.8  51707.3  51767.0  52875.9  53100.5 
  53126.6  53175.2  54472.5  54513.7  54565.4  54640.9  54759.6  54789.2  54878.4  55010.6 
  55070.7  56102.8  56164.1  56252.0  56272.4  56636.6  56771.3  56801.4  56865.5  56882.5 
  56911.0  57635.8  58026.9  58124.1  58218.8  58332.2  58533.3  58641.0  58656.0  60283.1 
  60315.3  60343.8  60404.3  60436.0  62672.7  63542.5  63614.2  63687.4  63788.4  64999.2 
  65062.9  65259.3  65542.8  65601.7  65632.9  66304.8  66527.3  66597.8  67495.6  67721.2 
  67789.0  68102.7  68250.8  69175.9  69295.8  69423.7  69739.9  69924.4  70012.1  72798.9 
  72898.1  73000.3  73867.5  74002.6  74940.6  75862.7  76026.4  77376.3  78390.4  78513.8 
  78694.3  85654.8  85857.4  86122.2  90004.1  90987.0  91079.1  92440.5  92503.1  93196.7 
  93316.1  93484.1  93644.2  94597.2  94839.2  97285.0  97396.4  97523.2  98176.9  98372.1 
  98635.4 100102.4 112358.5 112481.7 139894.6 
 
 
EACH LEVEL POSSESSES 245 COMPONENTS, THE THREE MAIN COMPONENTS OF THE ASSOCIATED WAVEFUNCTION ARE: 
                     CLASSIFICATION BY MULTIPLICITY (DETAILED UP TO 24 000 cm-1) 
 
 
 184   1       .03  -.157 5I   8 -7       .001 5I   8 -3       .036 3K2  8 -7       .12   6.25  93.63 
                     .769                -.561                -.175 
 185   2     65.13   .760 5I   8  5      -.463 5I   8  1      -.173 3K2  8  5       .12   6.30  93.59 
                    -.337                 .155                 .077 
 186   3    233.71  -.642 5I   8  1       .002 5I   8 -3      -.387 5I   8  5       .12   6.41  93.47 
                     .202                -.434                 .164 
 187   4    257.78   .002 5I   8 -3       .466 5I   8  1       .090 5I   8 -7       .12   6.43  93.45 
                    -.657                -.148                -.435 
 188   5   5129.79   .817 5I   7  5      -.413 5I   7  1       .295 5I   7 -3      2.88  97.11 
                     .036                -.043                 .018 
 189   6   5148.58   .839 5I   7 -7      -.361 5I   7 -3       .334 5I   7  5      2.89  97.11 
                     .151                -.017                 .015 
 190   7   5191.83  -.724 5I   7 -3      -.427 5I   7 -7       .368 5I   7  1      2.91  97.09 
                    -.039                -.078                 .048 
 191   8   5258.32  -.808 5I   7  1      -.475 5I   7 -3      -.268 5I   7  5      2.92  97.07 
                    -.083                -.015                -.016 
 192   9   8652.56  -.918 5I   6  5      -.225 5I   6 -3       .183 5I   6  1       .06   4.78  95.16 
                    -.059                 .091                -.104 
 193  10   8663.41   .716 5I   6 -3      -.448 5I   6  1      -.316 5I   6  5       .06   4.77  95.18 
                    -.301                 .209                -.027 
 194  11   8757.98  -.688 5I   6  1      -.467 5I   6 -3      -.098 3H4  6  1       .06   4.74  95.21 
                     .433                 .263                 .062 
 195  12  11208.26   .913 5I   5  5       .191 3H4  5  5      -.137 3H3  5  5       .12   9.01  90.87 
                     .240                 .050                -.036 
 196  13  11219.83   .576 5I   5 -3      -.318 5I   5  1       .121 3H4  5 -3       .11   8.89  90.99 
                     .609                -.309                 .127 
 197  14  11301.39  -.365 5I   5  1      -.179 5I   5 -3      -.077 3H4  5  1       .12   9.15  90.73 
                    -.750                -.408                -.158 
 198  15  13241.17  -.811 5I   4 -3       .283 5I   4  1      -.196 3H4  4 -3       .41  10.02  89.57 
                    -.364                 .149                -.088 
 199  16  13380.29   .792 5I   4  1       .294 5I   4 -3       .191 3H4  4  1       .39  10.05  89.56 
                     .401                 .126                 .097 
 200  17  15403.52   .712 5F   5 -3      -.520 5F   5  1      -.253 3G2  5 -3       .34  16.61  83.05 
                     .112                -.072                -.039 
 201  18  15522.95   .629 5F   5  1       .490 5F   5 -3      -.367 5F   5  5       .34  16.61  83.04 
                     .096                 .084                -.093 
 202  19  15563.59   .778 5F   5  5       .342 5F   5  1      -.279 3G2  5  5       .35  16.92  82.73 
                     .203                 .057                -.073 
 203  20  18422.68   .816 5S   2  1       .377 3P2  2  1       .248 5F   2  1      2.02  23.41  74.58 
                     .088                 .040                 .026 
 204  21  18520.16  -.836 5F   4  1      -.312 5F   4 -3      -.170 3F3  4  1       .18   8.24  91.58 
                    -.311                -.141                -.063 
 205  22  18582.30   .565 5F   4 -3      -.236 5F   4  1       .113 3F3  4 -3       .21   8.40  91.39 
                     .684                -.247                 .137 
 206  23  20539.51  -.479 5F   3  1      -.367 5F   3 -3      -.100 3D1  3  1      9.67  90.32 
                     .609                 .405                 .127 
 207  24  20653.42   .476 5F   3 -3      -.304 5F   3  1       .099 3D1  3 -3       .01   9.75  90.25 
                    -.611                 .453                -.128 
 208  25  21073.18  -.683 5F   2  1       .353 5S   2  1      -.294 3D1  2  1      3.11  18.44  78.45 
                    -.380                 .197                -.164 
 209  26  21322.27  -.541 3K2  8  1      -.106 3K2  8 -3       .295 3K1  8  1      9.19  84.68   6.14 
                     .085                 .329                -.048 
 210  27  21331.37  -.168 3K2  8 -3      -.184 3K2  8 -7       .357 3K2  8  1      9.26  84.69   6.05 
                     .456                 .333                -.062 
 211  28  21397.08   .624 3K2  8  5      -.336 3K1  8  5      -.344 3K2  8  1      9.18  84.75   6.07 
                    -.218                 .118                 .081 
 212  29  21420.05  -.338 3K2  8 -7       .324 3K2  8 -3       .183 3K1  8 -7      9.07  85.04   5.89 
                    -.492                 .320                 .266 
 213  30  21994.51  -.710 5G   6  1      -.528 5G   6 -3       .236 3H4  6  1       .27  16.16  83.57 
                     .116                 .065                -.039 
 214  31  22129.25  -.858 5G   6  5       .303 3H4  6  5      -.232 3H1  6  5       .28  17.62  82.09 
                    -.093                 .033                -.025 
 215  32  22202.75   .611 5G   6 -3      -.491 5G   6  1      -.218 3H4  6 -3       .27  18.06  81.67 
                    -.255                 .218                 .091 
 216  33  22306.53   .816 5F   1  1       .354 3D1  1  1      -.170 5G   6 -3       .03  20.44  79.53 
                     .248                 .108                -.095 
 217  34  23853.12   .532 5G   5  1       .357 3G2  5  1       .297 5F   5  1      1.45  40.24  58.32 
                     .197                 .132                 .109 
 218  35  23915.06   .523 5G   5 -3       .357 3G2  5 -3      -.327 5G   5  5      1.46  40.68  57.86 
                     .161                 .110                -.084 
 219  36  23944.85   .474 5G   5  5       .330 3G2  5  5      -.290 5G   5  1      1.47  41.36  57.17 
   
  
                  .123                 .085                -.107 
                              MATRIX # 3     NUMBER OF LEVELS =  254 
 
      8.6     20.1    241.8    270.7   5123.1   5130.6   5198.7   5256.2   8649.5   8655.3 
   8671.6   8766.2  11225.9  11304.6  13295.4  13328.0  15398.4  15531.8  18396.4  18431.7 
  18514.4  18594.7  20599.5  20652.1  21035.3  21125.9  21318.4  21330.0  21415.4  21420.0 
  21987.7  22057.4  22058.3  22214.5  23872.3  23909.4  25699.7  25823.7  26121.8  26136.5 
  26172.0  26175.9  27506.2  27628.4  27755.7  27788.9  27867.7  27929.6  28154.7  28235.2 
  28639.5  28714.0  28859.8  28928.1  29038.7  29084.9  29815.7  29863.4  29973.1  30024.0 
  30064.7  30084.4  30620.5  30701.3  33103.6  33146.0  33875.2  33970.4  33978.3  34031.6 
  34083.4  34190.4  34215.3  34254.2  34322.2  34324.4  34624.8  34628.1  34975.4  35108.8 
  35801.3  36013.6  36115.7  36176.7  36246.6  36341.8  36409.3  36438.8  36699.7  36863.0 
  37635.2  37776.5  37797.9  37922.3  37971.2  37974.0  38252.6  38265.3  38277.7  38286.7 
  38647.8  38741.7  39053.2  39130.0  39193.6  39197.7  39280.5  39327.3  39487.2  39673.9 
  39718.6  39723.5  39768.7  39793.4  41279.5  41289.3  41434.0  41480.2  42505.3  42592.0 
  44937.5  44988.8  45189.4  45274.1  45292.1  45327.8  45342.9  45372.1  45461.4  45465.9 
  45496.8  45575.5  47700.1  47729.7  47861.4  47956.2  48915.3  48991.7  49483.1  49500.9 
  50173.6  50255.6  50375.2  50396.8  50461.7  50603.7  50961.8  51002.0  51720.1  51737.7 
  52909.3  52912.1  53097.1  53151.1  53155.9  53185.7  54472.2  54502.9  54565.9  54677.9 
  54686.1  54792.1  54873.7  54997.7  56096.4  56112.3  56240.9  56244.7  56278.1  56651.7 
  56787.4  56794.2  56833.9  56838.6  56879.3  56884.5  57555.4  57818.5  58018.8  58202.6 
  58208.9  58222.6  58519.1  58645.4  58758.9  58759.0  60291.6  60307.8  60334.6  60403.2 
  62624.0  62673.0  63519.5  63611.3  63733.5  63748.0  65017.2  65043.6  65255.4  65542.9 
  65639.4  65644.2  66304.0  66515.0  66562.6  66567.3  67489.7  67791.6  68106.8  68274.2 
  69197.0  69413.4  69853.8  69991.2  72734.5  72775.0  72952.8  72986.3  73937.2  73982.9 
  74876.5  74964.2  75857.6  76043.6  78455.8  78535.4  78631.0  78701.8  85687.7  85787.6 
  89962.0  90011.7  90984.5  91096.2  92441.2  92500.1  93323.1  93446.2  93747.2  93748.5 
  94665.1  94729.9  97282.2  97374.1  97629.9  97632.9  98221.9  98292.9 100233.2 100240.1 
 112396.0 112481.2 139476.9 139959.7 
 
 
EACH LEVEL POSSESSES 254 COMPONENTS, THE THREE MAIN COMPONENTS OF THE ASSOCIATED WAVEFUNCTION ARE:  
                 CLASSIFICATION BY MULTIPLICITY (DETAILED UP TO 24 000 cm-1) 
 
 
 367   1      8.61   .374 5I   8  6      -.427 5I   8 -6      -.209 5I   8  2       .12   6.26  93.62 
                     .416                 .362                -.333 
 368   2     20.13  -.393 5I   8  6      -.446 5I   8 -6       .188 5I   8  2       .12   6.27  93.62 
                    -.437                 .382                 .295 
 369   3    241.81   .303 5I   8  2      -.325 5I   8 -2       .266 5I   8  6       .12   6.41  93.46 
                     .470                 .455                 .289 
 370   4    270.74  -.322 5I   8  2      -.339 5I   8 -2      -.237 5I   8  6       .12   6.43  93.44 
                    -.491                 .479                -.257 
 371   5   5123.08   .611 5I   7  6      -.602 5I   7 -6      -.315 5I   7  2      2.88  97.12 
                     .084                -.135                -.074 
 372   6   5130.59  -.655 5I   7 -6      -.665 5I   7  6       .179 5I   7  2      2.88  97.12 
                    -.149                -.093                 .043 
 373   7   5198.73   .610 5I   7 -2      -.598 5I   7  2      -.319 5I   7  6      2.91  97.08 
                     .092                -.150                -.049 
 374   8   5256.22   .650 5I   7  2       .663 5I   7 -2       .182 5I   7  6      2.92  97.07 
                     .168                 .105                 .029 
 375   9   8649.47   .564 5I   6  6      -.395 5I   6 -6      -.362 5I   6 -2       .06   4.72  95.22 
                    -.094                -.414                -.128 
 376  10   8655.29  -.676 5I   6  6      -.470 5I   6 -6      -.097 3H4  6  6       .06   4.74  95.21 
                     .113                -.500                 .016 
 377  11   8671.58  -.546 5I   6  2       .532 5I   6 -2       .379 5I   6  6       .06   4.79  95.16 
                    -.168                 .210                -.063 
 378  12   8766.23   .620 5I   6  2       .599 5I   6 -2       .089 3H4  6  2       .06   4.75  95.19 
                     .295                 .335                 .042 
 379  13  11225.86  -.665 5I   5  2       .660 5I   5 -2      -.139 3H4  5  2       .11   8.85  91.04 
                    -.099                 .129                -.021 
 380  14  11304.56  -.656 5I   5 -2      -.662 5I   5  2      -.140 3H4  5  2       .12   9.18  90.70 
                    -.132                -.103                -.022 
 381  15  13295.45   .528 5I   4  2      -.606 5I   4 -2       .128 3H4  4  2       .41  10.02  89.58 
                     .410                 .284                 .099 
 382  16  13327.96  -.522 5I   4  2      -.609 5I   4 -2      -.126 3H4  4  2       .40  10.04  89.57 
                    -.417                 .276                -.101 
 383  17  15398.40  -.077 5F   5  2       .095 5F   5 -2       .027 3G2  5  2       .35  16.54  83.11 
                     .629                -.626                -.221 
 384  18  15531.84  -.083 5F   5  2      -.099 5F   5 -2       .029 3G2  5  2       .34  16.50  83.16 
                     .626                 .623                -.221 
 385  19  18396.38  -.244 5S   2  2      -.240 5S   2 -2      -.114 3P2  2  2      1.98  22.65  75.37 
                    -.498                -.500                -.232 
 386  20  18431.73  -.235 5S   2  2       .229 5S   2 -2       .105 3P2  2 -2      2.01  23.28  74.71 
                    -.535                 .538                 .248 
 387  21  18514.38  -.127 5F   4  2      -.019 5F   4 -2      -.023 5S   2  2       .30   9.24  90.46 
                    -.635                -.648                -.171 
 388  22  18594.69  -.535 5F   4  2       .596 5F   4 -2      -.107 3F3  4  2       .19   8.34  91.46 
                     .411                -.316                 .083 
 389  23  20599.50   .042 5F   3 -2      -.115 5F   3  2      -.024 3D1  3  2       .01   9.74  90.25 
                     .668                 .659                 .137 
 390  24  20652.10   .154 5F   3  2       .002 5F   3 -2       .032 3D1  3  2       .02   9.72  90.25 
                    -.649                 .667                -.136 
 391  25  21035.33   .154 5F   2  2       .154 5F   2 -2      -.081 5S   2  2      3.06  17.95  78.99 
                     .531                 .531                -.277 
 392  26  21125.88   .151 5F   2  2      -.151 5F   2 -2      -.077 5S   2  2      3.19  18.80  78.01 
                     .531                -.531                -.273 
 393  27  21318.35  -.143 3K2  8  2      -.317 3K2  8 -2      -.128 3K2  8  6      9.30  84.61   6.09 
                    -.433                 .328                -.235 
 394  28  21329.98   .145 3K2  8  2      -.297 3K2  8 -2       .147 3K2  8  6      9.20  84.75   6.05 
                     .408                 .314                 .266 
 395  29  21415.36  -.241 3K2  8  6      -.311 3K2  8 -6       .099 3K2  8  2      9.16  84.94   5.90 
                    -.392                 .339                 .252 
 396  30  21420.01   .230 3K2  8  6      -.292 3K2  8 -6      -.117 3K2  8  2      9.11  84.98   5.91 
                     .372                 .325                -.283 
 397  31  21987.67  -.166 5G   6 -2      -.200 5G   6  2       .055 3H4  6 -2       .26  16.04  83.71 
                    -.616                -.606                 .206 
 398  32  22057.36  -.580 5G   6  6      -.494 5G   6 -6       .200 3H4  6  6       .26  16.90  82.83 
                     .260                 .399                -.090 
 399  33  22058.32  -.490 5G   6 -6       .578 5G   6  6       .169 3H4  6 -6       .26  16.90  82.84 
                     .402                -.260                -.139 
 400  34  22214.55   .563 5G   6  2      -.548 5G   6 -2      -.200 3H4  6  2       .27  17.67  82.06 
                     .286                -.314                -.102 
 401  35  23872.31   .417 5G   5  2       .380 5G   5 -2       .286 3G2  5  2      1.47  41.13  57.40 
                    -.186                -.254                -.129 
 402  36  23909.41   .413 5G   5  2      -.376 5G   5 -2       .278 3G2  5  2      1.45  40.34  58.21 
 
 
                   -.208                 .269                -.138 
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